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Why Rebels Reject Peace

Abstract

The successful resolution of violent intrastate conflict often depends upon rebels being

willing to accept compromise peace settlements. However, some rebels refuse to do so, in-

stead forming splinter organizations who perpetuate and escalate the violence in an effort

to undermine the peace. Why? This dissertation presents a new individual-level theory of

rebel decision-making. I argue that rebels’ personal experiences shape their anger toward,

and trust in, the adversary they are combating. Rebels with higher levels of anger derive

greater utility from defeating the government adversary outright, while rebels with lower

levels of trust are less likely to think the government will abide by the terms of a proposed

settlement. Increasing the value rebels place on defeating the government and decreasing

expectations the government will abide by the deal, make individual rebels more likely to

continue fighting throughout the reject compromise peace settlements. Rebels’ personal ex-

periences aggregate over time, which create a distribution of rebels who vary in the likelihood

they will compromise.

I apply the experience-based theory to the case of one of the longest running conflicts in

modern history: the fight for a united and independent Ireland. I study two distinct choices

faced by rebels after the decision to participate at conflict onset: the decision to continue

fighting as the conflict unfolded, and the decision of whether to accept a compromise peace

settlement. Following the Anglo-Irish Treaty of December 1921—which established an Irish

Free State and partitioned Ireland into what is now the Republic of Ireland and Northern

Ireland—fellow rebel combatants were forced to decide whether to accept the treaty or

instead continue fighting against British government forces. Disagreements in this decision
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would plunge Ireland into a bloody civil war, pitting the “Pro-Treaty” versus “Anti-Treaty”

factions of the once united Irish Republican Army against one another.

The dissertation uses new individual-level data gathered from the military pension appli-

cations of over 1,500 rebel combatants to study how rebels’ life experiences—such as being

socialized into the rebel organizations, imprisoned, and persuaded by their commanding of-

ficers when offers of peace were on the table—affected the likelihood they continued fighting

throughout the duration of the Irish War of Independence and accepted or rejected the 1921

Anglo-Irish Treaty. This is the first dataset ever compiled that includes individual-level

information tracing the membership of a rebel organization through the entirety of a violent

conflict. The dissertation thus demonstrates how the relative extremism of the membership

of a rebel organization endogenously changes throughout the entirety of a violent conflict as

result of government and rebel group actions.
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1 | Introduction

On October 27, 1921, Kevin O’Higgins and Brigid Cole married in the Carmelite Church

on Whitefriar Street in Dublin, Ireland. O’Higgins’ best man at the wedding was Rory

O’Connor, a fellow member of the Irish Republican Army (IRA) fighting alongside O’Higgins

in the Irish War of Independence. Less than two months after the wedding, representatives

of the Irish Republican Army and British government signed the Anglo-Irish Treaty, effec-

tively ending the Irish War of Independence and providing for the establishment of the Irish

Free State. With the signing of the treaty, members of the Irish Republican Army, such

as O’Connor and O’Higgins, faced a momentous choice: accept the compromise solution

embodied in the treaty and lay down their arms, or instead continue fighting against British

forces. O’Higgins and O’Connor diverged fatefully in their decisions. Kevin O’Higgins ac-

cepted the Anglo-Irish Treaty, eventually serving as Minister of Justice in the newly formed

Irish Free State. Rory O’Connor rejected the compromise peace settlement.

In April of 1922, O’Connor led approximately 200 IRA men similarly opposed to the

treaty to seize the Four Courts in Dublin in an effort to reignite the conflict by provoking the

British government forces into a violent response. Instead, in June of that year, the National

Forces of the newly formed Irish Free State began bombarding the garrison of “Anti-Treaty”

members holding the Four Courts. The military action marked the start of the Irish Civil

War, pitting former comrades in the Irish Republican Army against one another, with battle

lines drawn between those in favor of the treaty against those opposed.1 A mere 14 months

after O’Higgins’ wedding, Rory O’Connor, who was captured by the National Forces in the

1These two sides were known respectively as the “Pro-Treaty” and the “Anti-Treaty” factions.
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bombardment of the Four Courts, was executed by firing squad by the newly formed Irish

Free State—his execution order signed by the recently appointed Minister of Justice, Kevin

O’Higgins.2 Why is it that a groom and his best man, once united in their struggle against

British forces, diverged so calamitously in the decision of whether to accept the Anglo-Irish

Treaty?3

The choice faced by the forefathers of modern Ireland about whether to accept or reject

a proposed compromise peace settlement likewise faces the membership of countless rebel

organizations. Indeed, solely in the years between 1975 and 2011, over 200 peace agreements

were reached between governments and rebel groups.4 Following each of these agreements,

the membership of the respective rebel organizations faced a choice: accept or reject the

compromise deal. Rebels within the same organization often disagreed. Rebels who refuse to

accept compromise peace settlements commonly go on to form splinter organizations who are

created with the explicit purpose of continuing the conflict and undermining peace. Solely

within Ireland and what is now Northern Ireland over the last 100 years, disagreements

about whether to compromise led to a sequence of splinter factions emerging from the body

of the Irish Republic Army. These include the Anti-Treaty faction of the Irish Republican

Army which splintered in 1922, the Provisional Irish Republican Army which splintered in

1969, the Continuity Irish Republican Army which splintered in 1986, and the Real Irish

Republican Army which splintered in 1998. Each instance of splintering led to a resurgence

2In 1927, Kevin O’Higgins was assassinated by three Anti-Treaty members of the Irish Republican Army.
The justification for his killing was the part he played in the executions conducted by the Irish Free State
during this period. For more on the life and death of Kevin O’Higgins, see McCarthy (2006).

3The tragedy of the Irish Civil War was of course not restricted to Kevin O’Higgins and Rory O’Connor.
During the Civil War, the Irish Free State authorized the executions of 77 members of Anti-Treaty forces—
over three times the number of individuals executed by the British during the Irish War of Independence
(Ferriter 2015). Prominent leaders, such as the iconic Michael Collins, were assassinated. Families were
divided—James Conroy Senior and his son James Patrick Conroy fought on opposite sides in the Civil War,
with the son allegedly threatening to kill his father due to his Anti-Treaty activities. The familial divisions
exemplified by the Conroys was mirrored by brothers such as Gearoid and Tadg O’Sullivan, and Sean and
Tom Hales, who likewise fought on opposite sides in the Civil War (Hart 1999, 265). The controversy and
tragedy characterizing the Irish Civil War led to it becoming a taboo subject throughout Ireland for much
of the last 100 years.

4For an overview of the UCDP Peace Agreement Dataset, see Högbladh (2011); Harbom, Högbladh, and
Wallensteen (2006).
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of violence.5 Around the world, this dynamic of rebels splintering to form new organizations

when they refuse to accept a compromise peace settlement has likewise given rise to a bevy of

new terrorist and rebel organizations, such as the Abu Nidal Organization who emerged from

the Palestinian Liberation Organization in Palestine in 1974,6 the Moro Islamic Liberation

Front who emerged from the Moro National Liberation Front in the Philippines in 1976,7

and the West Side Boys who emerged from the Revolutionary United Front in Sierra Leone

in 1999. The schisms within rebel organizations that sometimes lead to the formation of new

splinter groups are also beginning to show within ongoing conflicts today.8 For example,

news reports from 2018 suggest that some members of the Taliban in Afghanistan are in favor

of entering peace talks with the Afghan government, while other members of the Taliban

are opposed.9

The consequences of these divisions within rebel organizations can lead to both an esca-

lation in the violence, and the long-term perpetuation of the conflict. For example, the 1998

Omagh Bombing, which was perpetrated by the Real Irish Republican Army who splintered

from the Provisional Irish Republican Army,10 killed 29 people and injured 220 others. The

death toll from this incident was higher than any other single act of violence throughout the

previous thirty year conflict known as The Troubles. More generally, rebel groups splintering

5These new phases of violence include the Irish Civil War, the Troubles, and the horrific Omagh Bombing
following the Good Friday Agreement.

6 The Abu Nidal Organization was part of the Rejectionist Front, largely comprised of Palestinian factions
who were opposed to the Ten Point Program adopted in the Palestinian Liberation Organization which they
viewed as steps toward compromise with Israel.

7While the splintering which gave rise to the Moro Islamic Liberation Front initially occurred in 1976,
the organization was not officially established until 1984.

8For but another example from recent years, consider the November 2016 landmark peace agreement
between the Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). Following
the deal, over 7,000 former rebels disarmed and returned to civilian life. Despite this large-scale disar-
mament, and the fact that the peace deal was largely hailed as a success worldwide, approximately 1000
dissident combatants rejected the deal. These individuals continue to attack state forces and intimidate
local communities.

9For recent news coverage describing these divisions within the Taliban, see https://www.cnn.com/2018/
03/13/asia/mattis-afghanistan-taliban-peace-talks-intl/index.html.

10The Real Irish Republican Army splintered due to the decision of the Provisional Irish Republican Army
to accept the 1998 Good Friday Agreement.
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when offers of peace are on the table can lead to increases in violence as the rebel splinter

factions seek to “spoil” the peace negotiations and perpetuate the conflict (Stedman 1997;

Kydd and Walter 2002; Bueno De Mesquita 2005a). In sum, rebel groups splintering when

offers of peace are on the table is a common dynamic pervasive throughout a wide range of

violent conflicts, and plays a direct role in shaping when and why peace prevails in some

conflicts, and not others. Why then, do rebels within the same organization disagree about

whether to accept or reject a proposed compromise peace settlement?

1.1 The Benefits of an Individual-Level Approach: Endoge-

nizing Individual Rebel Extremism

The importance of answering this question has spurred a voluminous body of research

throughout political science seeking to better understand the splintering behavior of rebel

organizations as they decide whether to compromise (Bakke, Cunningham, and Seymour

2012; Bueno De Mesquita 2005a, 2008; Cunningham 2011).11 This work importantly high-

lights how rebel organizations are “not monolithic nor is their structure stable” (Bueno

De Mesquita 2008, 399), and thus, conceptualizes rebel organizations as being comprised of

a continuum of rebels who could potentially form a splinter faction. Individual rebels are

then assumed to be distributed along this continuum, and sorted in terms of their relative

extremism.

The relative extremism of individual rebels is conceptualized in a variety of ways. Bueno

De Mesquita (2008) defines rebel extremism in terms of the “extent to which they value de-

feating the government” (Bueno De Mesquita 2008, 150). DeNardo (1985) distinguishes be-

tween individuals he terms purists and pragmatists, where purists are “doctrinaire, dogmatic,

narrow-minded, and politically intense,” while pragmatists are “less doctrinaire about the

policies in the middle ground between their ideal point and the regime’s position” (DeNardo

11This splintering dynamic is part of a more general research agenda seeking to better understand the
causes and consequences of fragmentation within rebel organizations (Christia 2012; Driscoll 2012; Rudloff
and Findley 2016; Staniland 2012, 2014).
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1985, 91–92).12 Stedman (1997) instead focuses on the individuals he terms “total spoilers”

who “see the world in all-or-nothing terms and often suffer from pathological tendencies that

prevent the pragmatism necessary for compromise settlements of conflict” (Stedman 1997,

10-11).13 These pathological tendencies lead total spoilers to be “irreconcilably opposed to

any compromise peace” (Stedman 1997, 11). Importantly, in each of these accounts the

individual-level attributes that make some rebels more extreme than others is assumed and

thus taken as exogenous. Some rebels simply place a higher value on defeating the govern-

ment, are more doctrinaire, or have pathological tendencies, and these individual attributes

make these rebels relatively more extreme and less likely to compromise.

While assuming that these types exist within a rebel organization is an important and

helpful simplification for modeling the strategic dynamics between a rebel organization and

a government, this approach provides little guidance for mapping from the actual individuals

comprising a rebel organization, such as Rory O’Connor and Kevin O’Higgins, to the the-

oretical predictions for which individuals should be in favor of rejecting compromise peace

settlements and instead continuing to fight. In particular, assuming that rebel organizations

are comprised of a distribution of members who vary in their extremism provides us no

way of knowing at the time of O’Higgins’ wedding, whether he or O’Connor would accept

or reject the Anglo-Irish Treaty. This dissertation contributes to this important body of

previous research by directly theorizing how rebels’ life experiences shape their relative ex-

tremism within the body of a rebel organization, and thus, whether they are more or less

likely to compromise as a result of their experiences. In short, this dissertation endogenizes

individual rebel extremism by theorizing the causes and consequences of the mechanisms

underpinning it.14

12Proposed concessions from the government can then generate a split within a revolutionary movement
between these two types of members (DeNardo 1985, 87–105).

13In a similar vein, Kydd and Walter (2002) shine the spotlight on the members of the rebel groups who
are extremists, who often attempt to spoil negotiations by increasing violence and thus undermining peace
processes.

14The dissertation is thus at the intersection of rational choice accounts of rebel group behavior and
psychological accounts of how terrorists become radicalized in the first place. For work in the latter vein,
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Theorizing and empirically demonstrating how experiences aggregate to shape individ-

ual rebel extremism is important since if extremists are the individuals who always attempt

to undermine peace settlements and continue fighting (De Figueiredo and Weingast 2000;

Bueno De Mesquita 2008; DeNardo 1985; Kydd and Walter 2002; Stedman 1997), then a

solution to the underlying problem necessitates understanding how these individuals became

extremists in the first place. Simply assuming extremism as a rebel characteristic ignores

the agency that governments, policymakers, and rebel groups have in creating extremists,

and the solutions that might be possible for combating their efforts to undermine peace.

The dissertation thus provides an individual-level theory for the microfoundations of rebel

decision-making theoretically underpinning political science theories of splintering and spoil-

ing. In doing so, this dissertation departs from conventional approaches for understanding

how civil wars end by focusing on making comparisons across rebel organizations (Christia

2012; Daly 2016; Fearon 2004; Matanock 2017; Staniland 2014; Walter 1997, 2002), to in-

stead focus on theorizing the decision-making of individuals within rebel organizations, the

agency these individuals have in determining peace outcomes, and how their experiences

shape their ultimate decision of whether to accept or reject peace.

1.2 Theory in Brief

In this dissertation I present a theory for why individual rebels reject compromise peace

settlements. I argue that there are three mains reasons this occurs.

First, rebels have extreme sets of life experiences. These extreme sets of life experiences

shape rebels’ perceptions of the adversary, including their levels of anger toward, and trust in,

the government. I argue that differences in rebels’ anger and trust lead to differences in the

likelihood they reject compromise peace settlements. Anger is an action-oriented emotion

which leads to the behavioral tendency to fight back and lash out at the actor deemed

responsible for generating the anger. Thus, defeating the adversary outright maximizes

see Forest (2006); Hamm (2013); Horgan (2004, 2008); McCauley and Moskalenko (2008).
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the opportunities to continue engaging in violent and aggressive behavior, meaning that

rebels with higher levels of anger will derive greater utility from defeating the government

adversary outright when compared to individuals with lower levels of anger. All else equal,

these rebels will thus place a higher value on defeating the government adversary outright.15

Differences in rebels’ levels of trust affects their expectations about whether the government

will abide by the terms of a proposed settlement. If the government fails to abide by the

terms of the settlement, this reduces the expected value of accepting a compromise peace

proposal since they only actually receive some, if any, of the benefits spelled out in the

deal. As the expected benefits from the settlement are decreasing, the incentives to accept

a compromise settlement are likewise decreasing, making rebels on average more likely to

reject the proposed compromise peace.

At any point in time while a violent conflict is unfolding, we can thus conceptualize

rebel organizations as being comprised of a distribution of rebels who vary in terms of the

value the place on defeating the government adversary outright as well as their beliefs that

the government will credibly abide by the terms of a proposed peace settlement. Rebels life

experiences can thus move them around within this distribution, and thus shape their relative

extremism. As conflicts unfold, this distribution changes in two ways. Experiences within

the conflict can increase or decrease rebels levels of anger and trust, in turn changing the

value they place on defeating the government adversary and their beliefs that the government

will abide by the terms of any deals that are struck. At the same time, as conflicts unfold

there is a natural rate of attrition within rebel organizations, whereby rebels who place a

lower value on defeating the government and are more trusting of the government are on

average more likely to stop fighting. This truncates the distribution of rebel types over time

through a selection process whereby only the rebel types who have undergone extreme life

experiences continue fighting.

15Readers will note that this conceptualization of how experiences affect the value rebels place on defeat-
ing the government allows us map between grievance based accounts of rebellion and much of the formal
theoretical work explaining the splintering behavior of rebel groups (Bueno De Mesquita 2008; DeNardo
1985; Kydd and Walter 2002; Stedman 1997).
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The second main reason that rebels reject peace settlements is due to the persuasive

influences of their fellow rebels. These persuasive influences generally come from the top-

down, and focus on the expected utility of the settlement. Rebels have uncertainty about

this expected utility. Those in favor of the settlement focus on the constraints on the future

behavior of the government adversary. Even if the government is an untrustworthy type,

constraints imposed by the international community reduce the likelihood the government

adversary reneges on the settlement in the future. This means that rebels will be more likely

on average to expect to obtain the benefits spelled out in an peace deal. Those opposed

to the settlement instead focus on how the government is an untrustworthy type. They

focus on the past actions of the government in which they were untrustworthy, increasing

the salience of this information. Depending on whether rebels have commanding officers in

favor of, or opposed to the treaty, they will be more likely to hear arguments of one form or

the other. These differences can thus either increase or decrease the salience of rebels’ beliefs

about the trustworthiness of the government’s type, and thus their expectations of whether

they will receive the benefits spelled out through the deal. These changing expectations will

make rebels whose commanding officers are in favor of rejecting peace settlements likewise

be on average more likely to reject the peace settlement.

The third main reason that rebels reject peace settlements is due to the distributional

consequences of the settlement. Some rebels benefit more from the deal that others, either

due to its terms or its distributional consequences. Building on the opportunity cost model

for why rebels participate in violent conflicts, I argue that rebels weigh the costs and benefits

associated with participation in rebellion against the costs and benefits of returning to

civilian life. The more rebels can through the terms of a peace settlement, the more likely

they will be to accept it.

1.2.1 The Hypotheses Tested in the Dissertation

In the dissertation I test four main hypotheses derived from the preceding logic. First,

rebels who have undergone extreme experiences, which we should theoretically expect to
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be more likely to increase their anger and decrease their trust in the adversary, should be

more likely on average to continue fighting as conflicts unfold. When we compare among

a group of rebels who fought at conflict onset, those who have undergone more extreme

experiences will be more likely to fight up until the time an offer of peace is on the table

(Hypothesis 1). Second, if we again compare among the pool of rebels who fight at conflict

onset, these same experiences should make rebels on average more likely to reject peace

settlements (Hypothesis 2).

Hypothesis 1 suggests that as conflicts unfold, rebels who places lower values on defeating

the government outright and have higher levels of trust will be more likely to drop out. At

the same time, rebels who did not undergo a particular extreme life experience but still

decided to continue fighting did so for a reason. Understanding this selection process leads

to our third hypothesis, which is that the correlation between rebels’ life experiences and

the likelihood they reject a compromise peace settlement will be attenuated when we make

comparisons between rebels who decided to fight up until the time an offer of peace is on the

table (Hypothesis 3). Finally, at the final stage when an offer of peace is on the table, rebels

have uncertainty about whether they will accrue any of the benefits spelled out through

the deal. Commanding officers seek to persuade rebels by shaping their expectations of

the value of the settlement. Rebels’ uncertainty, combined with these persuasive influences,

make rebels whose commanding officers are in favor of rejecting peace settlements on average

more likely to similarly reject peace settlements (Hypothesis 4). Finally, while I argue that

we should theoretically expect rebels’ economic considerations to shape the likelihood they

reject peace settlements, I do not directly test this argument in this dissertation. This is

due to data and measurement challenges in assessing the distribution consequences of peace

settlements. I thus leave the empirical testing of this theoretical argument to future research.
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1.3 Empirics in Brief

In order to empirically asses the theoretical argument presented in this dissertation, we

need to understand how we arrive at the final distribution of rebels when an offer of peace is

on the table. There are two central challenges to doing so, both of which guide the empirical

approach adopted in this dissertation.

First, from a theoretical perspective, we want to be able to explain why individual rebels

accept or reject treaties among rebels who are still in the rebel organization when an offer of

peace is on the table. These are the individuals who are still involved in the conflict, and thus,

those who are actually deciding whether to accept or reject the compromise peace. Only

some rebels fight from the beginning of the conflict through the end; other rebels drop out,

switch sides, or are killed. However, specifying exactly how a given life experience affects the

decision of a rebel about whether to accept or reject a compromise peace settlement among

the group of individuals who fight until the end raises an important empirical challenge.

This is because when we subset to the group of individuals still in the room when an offer

of peace is on the table, we are explicitly conditioning on a post-treatment variable in the

form of their decision to fight until the end of the conflict.

This post-treatment conditioning problem plagues empirical conflict research since it

forces researchers to take a snapshot of rebels in the form of a single survey mid or post-

conflict, and we then infer rebel motivations for fighting from these attributes. This will

lead to biased estimates, and thus false conclusions, in our empirical assessments of what

motivates individual rebels to fight. Even if we perfectly capture the underlying population

of individuals within the rebel organization at the time that the survey is taken, we are still

conditioning on the fact that the rebels decided to continue fighting until this time. When

we have theoretical reasons to expect that our main explanatory variable of interest, such as

a single rebel experience, also affects the likelihood that rebels continue fighting, we will have

a biased estimate for the effect of that experience on subsequent rebel choices. This will lead

researchers to incorrect conclusions for what motivates individuals to participate in violent
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conflict. Moreover, as Humphreys and Weinstein (2008) note in their canonical research on

the motivations for why individuals participate in rebellion “[t]he direction of bias introduced

by these imperfections in our sampling strategy are difficult to assess” (Humphreys and

Weinstein 2008, 5, fn. 8). In this dissertation I seek to build upon this important body of

prior work by theoretically and empirically addressing this concern directly.

The second major challenge is jointly estimating multiple individual-level experiences on

an individual’s future decision of whether to accept or reject a compromise peace settlement.

One approach would be to include multiple experiences in the same linear probability model,

and then explore the relative, or joint, importance of different sequences of life experiences.

However, readers will note that, due to the fact that life experiences occur in sequence,

including all of these life experiences in the same empirical model will mean that we are

controlling for post-treatment variables. This will again induce bias in our estimates leading

to incorrect conclusions about which experiences are most important for shaping the actions

that rebels take within violent conflicts.

The two forms of bias specified above are major problems for empirical researchers seek-

ing to map from individual-level experiences to future rebel decision-making. First and

foremost, this bias means that researchers will come to erroneous conclusions about when

and why experiences matter for shaping rebels’ choices. If, for example, researchers are

attempting to understand whether experiences affect when and why individuals continue

fighting as conflicts unfold or instead drop out and leave, a downward bias might lead them

to conclude that experiences do not matter for shaping the decision to continue fighting,

when in fact they might. This could, for example, lead to incorrect conclusions about

whether grievances matter for shaping individual rebel decision-making. Any analyst seek-

ing to theoretically map from an initial pool of rebels at conflict onset, to which rebels will

be on average most likely to reject compromise peace settlements, must then keep each of

these theoretical and empirical challenges in mind. The dissertation is structured in a way

that is intended to address each of the moving pieces in turn.
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1.3.1 The Empirical Approach of the Dissertation: Following Individual

Rebels Through the Conflict in Ireland, 1916–1923

Given the theoretical question motivating this dissertation of explaining why some rebels

are in favor of accepting compromise peace settlements while other rebels are in favor of

continuing to fight, the empirical discussion above calls for an empirical approach that satis-

fies two key criteria. First, we must be able to start from an initial pool of rebels and follow

them throughout the entirety of a conflict. Doing so will allow for directly addressing the

empirical challenge posed by sampling strategies that implicitly condition on post-treatment

variables. This approach necessitates time-varying individual-level information on whether

individuals (1) fought at conflict onset, (2) continued fighting throughout the entirety of a

conflict, and (3) accepted or rejected a proposed compromise peace settlement. Second, we

must be able to collect individual-level information on the substance and timing of individ-

ual rebels’ experiences. This is essential for learning about how rebels’ experiences affect

the choices they make as conflicts unfold.

I address these two theoretical and empirical challenges by focusing on the strategic

choices of individual rebels in a single case: the rebellion in Ireland from 1916–1923. In

doing so, I collected time-varying individual-level information on over 1500 rebels who par-

ticipated in the Easter Rising in 1916. I then follow these individuals throughout the Irish

War of Independence and Irish Civil War. I do so by leveraging the extensive individual-level

information provided by former combatants as they sought to gain military pensions for their

participation in the conflict. The data collection process entailed combing through and hand

coding information from over ten thousand pages of individual-level primary source materi-

als. The documentation provided through these military pensions entails numerous pages of

sworn statements and witness testimony providing detailed individual-level information on

when and to what extent individuals were involved in the conflict in Ireland. Additionally,

the fact that former rebel combatants fought a civil war against one another, and the side

that individuals fought on is recorded, provides a unique opportunity to observe a concrete
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empirical implication, in the form of violent conflict, of rebel disagreements about whether

to accept or reject peace treaties.16

1.3.2 The Empirical Findings of the Dissertation

There are four main empirical findings in the dissertation which correspond with the

four hypotheses derived from the theory. First, I demonstrate that rebels’ life experiences

can increase the likelihood that rebels fight from conflict onset up until the time that an

offer of peace is on the table. I do so by focusing on a single experience, in the form of the

imprisonment of members of the Irish Volunteers and Irish Citizen Army who participated

in the 1916 Easter Rising. Rebels who were arrested and sent to internment camps following

the Easter Rising were approximately 8 percentage points more likely to fight throughout

the entirety of the Irish War of Independence when compared with individuals who were not

imprisoned. The fact that imprisoned rebels were more likely to continue fighting provides

evidence for how the experience of imprisonment can make rebels more likely to continue

fighting as conflicts unfold. Qualitative evidence suggests that the experience of imprison-

ment increased rebels’ anger toward, and trust in, their British adversary.

Second, I demonstrate that if we focus on making comparisons among the groups of

rebels who decided to fight at conflict onset, rebels who had more extensive socialization

into the Irish rebel organizations, and were imprisoned, are also more likely on average to

reject the Anglo-Irish Treaty. This finding provides empirical evidence consistent with the

idea that rebels’ life experiences matter for shaping who rejects peace settlements. Third,

I demonstrate how if we instead focus on making comparisons among the group of rebels

who fight until the end of the conflict, we observe a null relationship between the extent of

socialization, rebels’ ages, whether rebels are imprisoned, and the likelihood they reject the

Anglo-Irish Treaty. Taken together, this pair of findings highlights both the benefits and

limitations of focusing on rebels’ life experiences to explain their behavior. Rebels who did

16 If they disagree behind closed doors about whether to accept or reject treaties it is difficult to observe
this. However, when rebels fight a civil war against one another over the terms of the treaty, we are able to
concretely observe what they thought.
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not undergo a given set of experiences but decide to fight until the end decide to do so for

a reason. This could be because they either went through a different set of experiences that

we are either unable to observe as analysts, or they decided to continue fighting due to either

psychological or financial factors that we are unable to directly observe as analysts. Either

way, the evidence is consistent with a theoretical model whereby the types of rebels who

decide to continue fighting changes as conflicts unfold. This selection process can change

the types of rebels who remain in the organization at the time that an offer of peace is on

the table.

Finally, I provide evidence consistent with the argument that at the final stage of con-

flicts, rebels persuade one another. We observe a substantively large and statistically sig-

nificant relationship between whether a rebels’ commander goes anti-treaty and the choices

that they make. Qualitative evidence from the Treaty Debates surrounding the Anglo-

Irish Treaty document how rebels’ arguing against the treaty commonly invoked argument

highlighting past British behavior such as atrocities committed or their overall “untrustwor-

thiness.” These are the types of arguments we would theoretically expect to be most likely

to affect rebels’ levels of anger and trust, in turn affecting the likelihood they reject peace

settlements. The evidence is thus consistent with a model whereby commanding officers are

able to persuade the individuals whom they command whether to accept the treaty, and

they do so by invoking arguments about past government actions.

1.4 Contribution of the Dissertation

The dissertation makes at least three contributions to research on conflict and political

violence. First, the dissertation presents a microfoundational argument theoretically under-

pinning a large body of prior research which assumes that the extreme members of rebel

organizations are individuals who commonly work to undermine peace settlements and con-

tinue fighting (De Figueiredo and Weingast 2000; Bueno De Mesquita 2008; DeNardo 1985;

Kydd and Walter 2002; Stedman 1997). I demonstrate how, rather than assuming a distri-
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bution of extremism among the body of a rebel organization, we can instead theorize how

rebels’ life experiences shape their relative positions along this distribution. Doing so is im-

portant since is allows us to map between a rich body of theoretical work which focuses on

individual rebel decision-making in the abstract to the actual rebels fighting in rebel groups

tasked with deciding whether to accept a proposed peace compromise.

Second, the decision to focus on how rebels’ life experience shapes their relative extrem-

ism provides a theoretical framework for understanding how rebel group extremism changes

over time. This argument contributes to a canonical body of work highlighting the path-

dependent nature of rebel organizations, whereby the initial resource endowments possessed

by a rebel organization shape the strategic choices they make as conflicts unfold (Weinstein

2006). While rebel groups might start with initial resource endowments that make some

behaviors more likely, they are dynamic, rather than static, entities. As I demonstrate

throughout this dissertation, the body of rebels who remain in organizations as conflicts end

are different than those who fight at conflict onset. Understanding how the compositions

of combatants change is central to explaining when and how civil wars end since the group

of rebels who fight until the end are the ones ultimately tasked with deciding whether to

continue perpetuating the conflict.

Finally, the dissertation provides a theoretical and empirical framework for understand-

ing the decision-making of individual rebels. Since rebel groups are comprised of individuals,

focusing on them as the unit of analysis allows me to focus on the locus where the decision

to accept or reject peace settlements is actually made. This approach contrasts markedly

with the convention for studying when and how civil conflicts end, which commonly treats

the rebel group as the unit of analysis (Fearon 2004; Matanock 2017; Toft 2009; Walter

1997, 2002). Of course, individuals operate within organizations and are thus constrained

by many of the factors highlighted in this prior work. This means that as the field of conflict

and political violence continues to progress, a central task for future researchers will be to

theoretically and empirically synthesize the micro-level decision-making of individuals with

the macro-level constraints on their behavior, since both classes of factors surely affect rebel
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decision-making. This dissertation is intended to act as a useful starting place for future

work at this intersection.

1.5 The Structure of the Dissertation

The structure of the dissertation proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 presents a theory for

why individual rebels reject compromise peace settlements. Individual rebelsâĂŹ personal

experiences shape their anger toward, and trust in, the government adversary. Increasing

anger and decreasing trust increases the likelihood rebels reject compromise peace settle-

ments. However, the relative importance of these factors for explaining differences among

rebels who decide to continue fighting is decreasing as conflict unfold. When an offer of

peace is on the table, rebels have uncertainty about the expected benefits of accepting the

settlement. In this environment, rebels seek to persuade one another, and rebels whose com-

manding officers are in favor of rejecting the treaty are also on average more likely to reject

the settlement. The micro-foundational theory provides a framework for explaining how in-

dividual rebelsâĂŹ experiences aggregate to shape the relative extremism of the membership

of a rebel organization, in turn shaping the long-run prospects for peace.

In Chapter 3, I apply the experience-based theory presented in this dissertation to one

experience within one violent conflict: the imprisonment of combatants within the Irish

Volunteers and Irish Citizen Army who participated in the Easter Rising in 1916. Rebel

combatants varied in whether they were captured following their participation in the upris-

ing. I argue that imprisonment increased anger toward, and decreased trust in, the British

adversary. These mechanisms pushed in parallel to increase the likelihood formerly impris-

oned rebels fought throughout the entirety of the Irish War of Independence. The chapter

uses new individual-level archival data on over 1,500 rebels to demonstrate that individuals

who were imprisoned were more likely to fight throughout the entirety of the Irish War

of Independence. The chapter thus demonstrate how the counterinsurgency strategies of

governments endogenously shape the relative extremism of the membership of rebel organi-
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zations, in turn shaping the long-run prospects for peace.

Chapter 4 demonstrates how rebels’ experiences combine to shape the likelihood they

reject a compromise peace settlement. It does so by studying how the personal experiences

of Irish rebels—including being socialized into the rebel organization, imprisoned, and per-

suaded by their commanding officers—shape the likelihood that rebels who participated in

the Easter Rising in 1916 rejected the 1921 Anglo-Irish Treaty. I build upon a rich body of

historical research and first hand accounts of Irish rebels to document how both socialization

and persuasion affected rebels’ anger and trust. The chapter shows how rebels’ life experi-

ences combine to shape their relative extremism among the body of a rebel organization, in

turn shaping who will be least likely to compromise. Rebels are also more likely to reject the

Anglo-Irish Treaty when their commanding officers do so as well. The chapter thus shines

a theoretical and empirical spotlight on how the actions of governments and rebel groups

endogenously shape the relative extremism of the membership of rebel organizations and

that this process occurs throughout the entirety of rebels’ lives.

Chapter 5 concludes by discussing the theoretical implications of the dissertation for

ongoing violent conflicts. I do so by first discussing the external validity of each of the

four main findings of the dissertation. In doing so, I explicitly highlight the importance

of future research considering the changing composition of rebel organizations for within-

conflicts dynamics. I also discuss how studying individuals as the unit of analysis, rather

than organizations, can help contribute to explanations of the cross-national phenomena of

why some civil wars last so much longer than others. By focusing on shifts in the underlying

types of individuals who are fighting, we can better understand the micro-level decisions of

whether to accept treaties, or whether to even go to the table in the first place.
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2 | A Theory for Why Rebels Reject Peace

2.1 Why Individual Rebels Reject Compromise Peace Settle-

ments

I argue that there are two main categories of factors shaping the decision to reject com-

promise peace settlements. The first category is the extremity of rebels’ life experiences.

Rebels’ personal experiences shape the way they think about the adversary. As with any

individual, rebel lives differ. Rebels grow up in different places, and are raised in different

socio-economic conditions. They have different experiences being socialized into rebel orga-

nizations. There are differences in the violence they participate in, and are exposed to, as

the conflict unfolds. These experiences, which begin the day a future rebel is born, shape

the way they think about the world around them. Crucially, I argue that these experiences

also shape individual rebels’ anger toward, and trust in, the government they are combat-

ing. Differences in rebels’ anger and trust leads to differences in the likelihood they reject

compromise peace settlements. Thus, the more rebels’ life experiences push on these two

mechanisms, the less likely they will be willing to compromise.

Anger is an action-oriented emotion which leads to the behavioral tendency to fight

back and lash out at the actor deemed responsible for generating the anger. Defeating

the adversary outright maximizes the opportunities to continue engaging in violent and

aggressive behavior, meaning that rebels with higher levels of anger will derive greater

utility from defeating the government adversary outright when compared to individuals

with lower levels of anger. By contrast, I argue that rebels’ trust affects their expectations
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about whether the government will abide by the terms of a proposed settlement. If the

government fails to abide by the terms of the settlement, this reduces the expected value of

accepting a compromise peace proposal since they only actually receive some, if any, of the

benefits spelled out in the deal. As the expected benefits from the settlement are decreasing,

the incentives to accept a compromise settlement are likewise decreasing, making rebels on

average more likely to reject the proposed compromise peace.

Rebel organizations are thus comprised of a distribution of rebels who vary in terms

of the value the place on defeating the government adversary as well as their beliefs that

the government will credibly abide by the terms of a proposed peace settlement. Rebels’

life experiences move them around within this distribution. As a result, individual and

group-level rebel extremism changes as a result of within-conflict dynamics.

The second factor shaping the decision to accept or reject peace settlements is the per-

suasive influence of fellow rebels. Rebels have uncertainty about whether the government

is of a trustworthy or untrustworthy type, and also, whether external constraints on the

government adversary will be effective in reducing the likelihood the government reneges on

the deal in the future. In this uncertain environment, rebels attempt to persuade one an-

other about whether the government adversary will be constrained in their future behavior.

Rebels opposed to the deal argue that the adversary will be unconstrained, and given that

they are an untrustworthy type, are likely to renege. Given rebels’ uncertainty about the

effectiveness of future constraints, they will be more likely on average to follow the guidance

and cues from their commanding officers under whom they have been fighting for years.

Thus, rebels whose commanding officers are in favor of rejecting peace settlements will be

on average more likely to likewise reject compromise peace settlements.
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2.2 How Rebel Experiences Shapes Who Rejects Peace Set-

tlements

I argue that we can generally divide individual rebels’ experiences into two broad cat-

egories, each of which shape rebels’ anger toward, and trust in, the government adversary.

The first category of experiences includes individuals’ interactions with the government, its

institutions, and the policies for which it is deemed responsible. Government actions that

are perceived to be unjust or unfair increase anger. The government reneging on its pre-

vious commitments—such as policies they pledged to implement, or distributional benefits

they promised to provide—decreases trust. The second category of experiences includes

individuals’ interactions with fellow rebels, parents, teachers, and friends, who tell stories

and provide information about past government actions, and in doing so, shape perceptions

of the government. Information about past government atrocities and unjust behavior in-

creases anger. Information about the government engaging in deceptive behavior or reneging

on previous commitments decreases trust. The remainder of this section explicates the pro-

cesses through which interactions with (1) the government, and (2) fellow rebels, parents,

teachers, and friends, shapes rebels’ anger and trust. I then turn to discussing how difference

in anger and trust affect the likelihood that rebels reject compromise peace settlements.

2.2.1 How Interacting with the Government Shapes Anger

Government actions generating anger generally take one of two forms. The first form

includes direct interactions with representatives of the government, such as police or local

government officials. These interactions occur on a regular basis both within and outside

of intrastate conflicts, and can result in government representatives engaging in behavior

that is perceived to be unfair or unjust. This in turn leads to anger. One of the most

prominent examples of this dynamic includes state-perpetrated violence.1 For example,

1For a broader discussion of the links between indiscriminate violence and conflict behavior, see (Kalyvas
2006, 146–172). Though see Lyall (2009) who documents an effect in the opposite direction for the conflict
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during the Spanish Civil War, the use of executions and massacres by government forces

generated anger among individuals within the targeted population, in turn leading to a

desire for revenge (Balcells 2017, 7).2 Likewise, a combatant fighting against Russian forces

in Chechnya explains how Russian violence acted as an important motivator for fighting,

stating “Look at me—I hadn’t wanted to fight, they made me! I knew about the contract

soldiers, with their atrocities and other outrages. When I thought that my daughter might

fall into their hands, I reached for the gun. I had to take part in the war” (Tishkov 2004,

142).3 In this account, anger induced by the outrages perpetrated by Russian troops acted

as an important motivator for participating in violence and rebellion. During the Vietnam

War, Wiesner (1988, 366) documents how indiscriminate violence by both Communist and

anti-Communist guerrillas “frequently creates anger and stimulates resistance.”4 Aside from

state-perpetrated violence, other examples of anger-inducing interactions with governments

abound, including the experience of being imprisoned,5 or being physically dislocated and

removed from land.6 In these examples, the direct experiences of interacting with the

government when they engage in unjust and unfair behavior generates anger.

In addition to direct interactions with representatives of the government, governments

in Chechnya during 2000-2005.

2It is important to note that the argument presented in Balcells (2017) also covers executions and mas-
sacres committed by rebels.

3The interviewee likewise documents a range of other injustices perpetrated by the Russian troops, stating
that “Right after the war began, my brother-in-law was killed. Then my niece was taken away by Russian
troops and we haven’t found her to this day. Then Russian troops began to extort money for the bodies of
Chechens they had killed. My hands reached for arms involuntarily” (Tishkov 2004, 141).

4Recent work further documents how violence during the Vietnam War—in the form of air strikes per-
petrated by the United States—increased the military and political activities of the communist insurgency
(Dell and Querubin 2017).

5Anger created by the experience of imprisonment has played a central role in a large number of accounts
of prison riots. See, for example, Thompson (2017).

6To mark but one example, consider the historical branch of research focusing on populist rebellions,
which argues that peasants that are physically dislocated from their land are the most prone to revolt
(Wickham-Crowley 1992). Here again, a particular action undertaken by government forces—in the form of
physically dislocating peasants from their land—cause these dislocated individuals to be on average more
likely to mobilize and revolt against the government. Likewise, Benmelech, Berrebi, and Klor (2014) argue
that unjustified housing demolitions perpetrated by the Israeli Defense Forces—which began in 1967 following
the Six Days’ War—lead to animosity and hatred, and thus a higher incidence of suicide attacks.
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also implement policies that are perceived to be unjust or unfair which can generate anger

among individuals opposed to the policies. This generally occurs because government poli-

cies often favor some groups over others.7 Exclusionary or discriminatory policies that are

perceived to be unjust and unfair then lead to anger among the targeted population, at

times leading to political mobilization and violence.8 Consider, for example, the result of

the decision in 1791 by Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton to impose an excise tax

“upon spirits distilled within the United States, and for appropriating the same.” Farmers,

largely clustered toward the rural western part of the newly formed United States, were

frustrated and angry by the new policy they perceived as being discriminatory. This anger

led to widespread resistance to the excise tax, eventually resulting in what is now known

as the Whiskey Rebellion.9 In this case, a policy that was perceived to be unfair led to

anger among those negatively affected by the policy, eventually resulting in resistance and

rebellion.

2.2.2 How Interacting with the Government Shapes Trust

As with anger, a wide range of government actions reduce trust. This generally occurs

when the government reneges on its previous commitments or engages in duplicitous be-

havior.10 For example, following the 1976 Tripoli Agreement between the Government of

the Philippines and the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF), the MNLF accused the

government of violating the terms of the agreement.11 Nur Misuari, the Chairman of the

7Individuals who lose out from the implemented policies often come from different ethnic groups (Horowitz
1985; Melson and Wolpe 1970) or socioeconomic classes (Paige 1978; Scott 1977; Wickham-Crowley 1992;
Muller and Seligson 1987).

8A parallel body of research in American politics shows how individuals mobilize in light of discriminatory
policies. See, for example, White (2016).

9Indeed, the Declaration of Independence, and the justification of the American Revolution, is couched
in terms of the unjust policies imposed by the British.

10Around the world, instances of government corruption and scandals reduce perceptions of the trustwor-
thiness of the government deemed responsible. For an overview of political science research on political trust
and trustworthiness, see (Levi and Stoker 2000).

11For an overview of the evolution of the peace processes in Mindanao, see https://www.usip.org/sites/
default/files/sr131.pdf and https://web.stanford.edu/group/mappingmilitants/cgi-bin/groups/
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Moro National Liberation Front, described these perceived violations as “treachorous activ-

ities,”12 going on to cite them as being a central factor leading to the breakdown of the

agreement, and a justification for continuing the fight. In this account, we should expect

the government’s betayal of the rebels’ trust to shape their future trust in the government.

Indeed, in a March 2000 interview Salamat Hashim, the leader of the splinter Moro Islamic

Liberation Front, cites the failure of the Tripoli Agreement as a justification for more au-

tonomy and self determination, stating “We believe that any solution to the problem of

our people disregarding the problem of self-determination cannot work. We tried this with

the Tripoli Agreement. It couldn’t work. During the time of President Ramos, there was

some autonomy tried but it didn’t work.”13 In these accounts, past failures in efforts toward

greater autonomy, driven by the “treacherous activities” of the government, increased rebels’

commitments to independence in the future. In short, government actions reduced rebels’

trust, in turn shaping the actions they took as the conflict unfolded.

Government actions reducing trust are of course not restricted to the conflict in Min-

danao. In Myanmar, Major Saw KlerDoh, commander of the Karen National Liberation

ArmyâĂŹs (KNLA) 5th Brigade, explicitly discusses how the actions of the Burmese mili-

tary, in the form of taking military steps that contradicted demands set forth during peace

talks, led to reductions in trust among the KNLA. Major Saw KlerDoh states that the gov-

ernment “never complied with the demands we made during our peace talks . . . They even

expanded their presence. If they act like this, how can we trust them?”14 In the Democratic

view/379?highlight=Philippines.

12https://search-proquest-com.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/docview/1292869545/fulltextPDF/
A85D055A90DB4DE5PQ/1?accountid=11311

13Importantly, one of the reasons the Tripoli Agreement “couldn’t work” was due to the institutional
design mandated through the agreement, where “everything must be referred to Congress.” This statement,
in conjunction with the quotes in the main body of the text, implies that (1) at the time the offer of peace
was on the table, the structure of the agreement was insufficient to solve the issues of mistrust between the
rebels and government of the Philippines, and (2) the treachery and failures associated with the agreement
shaped the likelihood the rebels would be willing to accept the deal in the future. For the full interview, see
http://edition.cnn.com/ASIANOW/asiaweek/magazine/2000/0331/nat.phil.milf.extendediv.html

14http://archive-3.mizzima.com/mizzima-news/ethnic-issues/item/10980-government-should-prove-its-sincerity-says-knla-commander/
10980-government-should-prove-its-sincerity-says-knla-commander.
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Republic of Congo, failures in implementing a policy known as Mixage, a bargain struck

between the Congolese military and a Tutsi-led rebel group known as the National Congress

for the Defense of the People reduced trust in individuals among these communities, lead-

ing to the founding of a separate rebel organization known as the the Patriotes Résistants

Congolais (PARECO). Commenting on this policy, one member of PARECO states that

“Mixage was the trigger for the creation of PARECO. . . it showed us that the government

in Kinshasa could not be trusted. We had to take matters into our own hands” (Stearns

2012, 26). In Nepal, recent research documents how individuals in places with higher levels

of violence during the Nepalese Civil War had lower levels of trust in the central govern-

ment (De Juan and Pierskalla 2016).15 Across these accounts, a wide range of government

actions including reneging on peace treaties, engaging in violent activities, or engaging in

duplicitous deals, shape rebels’ perceptions of their trustworthiness. I argue that different

rebels have different life experiences, in turn leading to variation in their levels of trust in

the government they are combating.

2.2.3 How Interacting with Fellow Rebels, Parents, Teachers, and Friends

Shapes Anger

The second force shaping how rebels think about the adversary includes the influences

of fellow rebels, parents, teachers, and friends. These individuals shape the way rebels think

about the adversary by either providing new information about, or reminding rebels of, past

government injustices and atrocities. For example, in a 2000 interview with the researcher

Jerrold Post, a member of Fatah highlights past injustices against his family as an important

motivator for his participation in the conflict, stating, “My families are refugees from the

1967 war. The war and refugee status were the seminal events that formed my political

consciousness, and provided the incentive for doing all I could to help regain our legitimate

15Importantly, the mapping from exposure to violence in civil war to perceptions of the government flows
through two theoretically distinct causal pathways (De Juan and Pierskalla 2016, 85). First, consistent with
the argument presented in this section, violent government actions can reduce trust. Second, individuals
living in areas with higher levels of violence might have lower levels of trust due to observing the governments
inability to effectively combat the rebel violence.
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rights in our occupied country” (Post 2006, 17). In a separate interview, another individual16

notes that his “initial political awareness came during the prayers at the mosque. . . In the

context of these studies, the sheik used to inject some historical background in which he

would tell us how we were effectively evicted from Palestine” (Post 2006, 15).

These same community forces at a local mosque in Dar-es-Salaam pushed Kalfan Khamis

Muhammed, one of the four individuals convicted for their role in the 1998 United States

embassy bombings, toward al Qaeda. While at the mosque, Muhammed was shown films

of mass graves of Muslims in Bosnia and the bodies of women and children in Chechnya,

and he states that this experience motivated him to become a “soldier for Allah” (Post 2006,

25–26). The socialization that occurs in terrorist schools and training camps is likewise

intended to foment anger against the adversary. This dynamic is perhaps best exemplified

in a video from July 22, 2001 broadcast on Palestinian television showing a boy reading a

poem he learned at Hamas summer camp (Levitt 2008, 125–126). The boy reads:

I dedicate this poem to the prisoners, martyrs and the wounded

Oh nation, oh, my people, make your roar and the sound of thunder heard

Strike the rock, explode, stop the soldiers’ advance

Make your scream of anger heard by everyone everywhere

They planted the enemy amongst us from the days of Solomon and David

They are our treacherous enemy

Who does not honor treaties and does not recognize the truth

Across these examples, ranging from learning the history of your family and community

to viewing videos at mosques, individuals learn about past actions perpetrated by the ad-

versary that are perceived to be unjust or unfair. And as the poem learned at summer camp

notes, these actions can in turn generate anger.

16Of Post’s interviewees, 31 were members of Palestinian terrorist organizations, while three were members
of the Lebanese organization Hizballah.
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2.2.4 How Interacting with with Fellow Rebels, Parents, Teachers, and

Friends Shapes Trust

As with anger, fellow rebels, parents, teachers, and friends can shape rebels’ trust by

providing new information about, or reminding rebels of, past government actions.17 This

often occurs through parents, teachers, and friends, describing the adversary and the history

of the conflict in a way that will reduce perceptions of the adversary’s future trustworthiness.

Astute readers will note that the poem to the boy at Hamas summer camp highlighted

the perception that Israel did not “honor treaties” and was a “treacherous enemy.” The

process of learning, through socialization that Israel is a “treacherous” adversary would

reduce trust among individuals exposed to this information. This dynamic is of course not

limited to summer camp. For another example, anti-Jewish propaganda within Germany

under the Third Reich often sought to depict Jews as untrustworthy and deceptive, with

one particularly egregious example entailing a children’s propaganda book titled “Trust No

Fox.”18

Scholars of the historical legacies of conflict provide important evidence for how this

information transition reduces trust. This body of work documents how information about

past government repression, transmitted from parent to child across generations, shapes the

future generation’s levels of trust in government. For example, Lupu and Peisakhin (2017)

document how individuals whose families were exposed to violence during the deportation of

Crimean Tatars in 1944 have lower levels of trust toward the outgroup relative to members

of their ingroup. Accounts of the repressive actions of Russia were transmitted across gener-

ations, shaping the attitudes of Crimean Tatars today. Likewise, Besley and Reynal-Querol

(2014) provide evidence that individuals who live in places in Africa that had a large number

of historical conflicts in the past have lower levels of trust and a stronger sense of ethnic

identity. One of the theoretical mechanisms underpinning this finding is that the legacies

17For a broader political science overview of how socialization shapes trust, see Almond and Verba (2015);
Inglehart (1997); Mishler and Rose (2001).

18For more, see http://research.calvin.edu/german-propaganda-archive/fuchs.htm.
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of the historical conflicts could promote distrust among social groups today (Besley and

Reynal-Querol 2014, 321).19 These accounts highlight how information about the actions of

the government shape individuals’ trust in the government deemed responsible.

2.2.5 The Consequences of Individual Differences in Anger and Trust

The section above highlights how an array of rebels’ life experiences can shape their anger

toward, and trust in, the government adversary. I argue that differences in anger and trust in

turn shape the likelihood that rebels reject compromise peace settlements. Increasing anger

increases the value rebels place on defeating the government adversary. Decreasing trust

decreases rebels’ expectation that the government will credibly abide by the terms of the

compromise peace deal. Increasing the value that rebels place on defeating the government

adversary outright, and decreasing their expectations that the government will abide by

the terms of the negotiated settlement, make rebels more likely to reject compromise peace

settlements. In the remainder of this section I explicate the logical links underpinning this

argument.

How Increasing Anger Increases the Value Rebels Place on Defeating the Gov-

ernment

There are at least two main behavioral tendencies associated with differences in the

emotion of anger. First, according to theories of emotion, people who feel anger toward

another feel a need to correct the perceived wrongdoing. This desire to correct the perceived

wrongdoing leads to a behavioral tendency to confront, and at times, kill, or attack the

individual deemed responsible for generating the anger (Berkowitz 1993; Mackie, Devos, and

Smith 2000; Roseman, Wiest, and Swartz 1994). Second, anger is generally perceived to be

a risk-taking or action-oriented emotion (Lerner et al. 2003; Lerner, Small, and Loewenstein

2004). This means that individuals who feel anger are more likely to engage in risk-prone

19Besley and Reynal-Querol (2014) also importantly highlight that future attitudes toward the government
could be shaped by the economic consequences of these conflicts. For example, places that had higher levels
of conflict could be poorer, and this relative poverty could then erode trust in government institutions.
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behavior. I argue that each of these behavioral tendencies associated with anger increase

the value rebels place on defeating the government adversary outright.

On the first point, consider the consequences of the behavioral tendency to confront, and

at times engage in violent activity toward the actor deemed responsible for generating the

anger. This behavioral tendency implies that individuals derive benefits from engaging in

activity consistent with the desire to lash out and act violently toward the adversary deemed

responsible for generating the anger. In short, there are direct, individual-level benefits from

continuing the violence. This means that when rebels are weighing the costs and benefits of

continuing to fight relative to accepting a compromise settlement and ceasing to engage in

violent conflict, rebels with higher levels of anger will place higher value on engaging in the

behavior that will allow them to continue fighting against the government adversary. Thus,

all else equal, as rebels’ levels of anger are increasing, the benefits associated with defeating

the government adversary outright are likewise increasing, making rebels on average more

likely to reject compromise peace settlements.

On the second point, consider the consequences of the behavioral tendency to engage in

risk-taking or action-oriented behavior. This implies that as anger is increasing, an individ-

ual rebel’s risk tolerance is increasing, meaning that these rebels derive greater utility from

engaging in more risky behavior than an otherwise similar rebel. When a rebel is considering

whether to accept or reject a potential peace settlement, we can generally consider rejecting

the settlement and continuing to fight to be the more risky option. This is because the

range of outcomes associated with continuing to fight, which range from outright victory

to death in combat, is typically broader than the range of outcomes from a peace settle-

ment. Since continuing to fight is the riskier option, this increases the value associated with

continued fighting, making it increasingly attractive. As above, this logic suggests that as

rebels levels of anger are increasing, the benefits associated with defeating the government

adversary outright are once again increasing, making rebels on average more likely to reject

compromise peace settlements.
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How Decreasing Trust Decreases Rebels’ Expectations of the Credibility of the

Government Commitment

Prior research in conflict and political violence, which generally shifts the focus from

how conflicts begin to instead how they end, highlights the central importance of trust—or

lack thereof—in shaping when and how conflicts are resolved (Fearon 2004; Matanock 2017;

Walter 1997, 2002). The benefits rebels hope to accrue through accepting a negotiated

settlement hinge on the government actually abiding by the terms of the settlement. This

means that, holding fixed the value rebels place on defeating the government adversary

outright, relative to the value they place on accepting a compromise settlement, as rebel

trust in the adversary is decreasing, their expectation that the government will renege on

the deal in the future is increasing. This decreases the expected value of the settlement. The

decreasing expected value of the settlement then decreases the incentives for rebels to stop

fighting and instead return to civilian life. The implication of this is that we should expect

rebels with lower levels of trust to perceive the net benefits from accepting a compromise

peace settlement to be lower than individuals with higher levels of trust, making these rebels

on average less likely to accept a compromise solution to the conflict.

2.3 A Distribution of Rebels Varying in Their Willingness to

Compromise

The theory presented in the previous section provides a general way of thinking about

the mapping between individual rebels’ experiences, their varying levels of anger and trust,

and thus their subsequent willingness to accept a compromise peace settlement. The main

theoretical implication is that at any given point in time during a violent conflict, we can

characterize the membership of a rebel organization in terms of (1) the value rebels place

on defeating the government adversary outright, and (2) their beliefs about the likelihood

the government will abide by the terms of any deal that is struck. These differences create

a distribution of individuals who vary in their willingness to accept a compromise peace
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settlement.

The full range of possible values for the rebel membership is depicted visually in Fig-

ure 2.1. Several factors are worth noting. First, we can place any rebel within a given

organization along this scale. Doing so allows us to create a two-dimensional ranking of the

relative value every single rebel places on defeating the government adversary outright, and

also their estimate of the likelihood the government will abide by the terms of a proposed

peace settlement. Second, when a compromise peace settlement is proposed, this creates

proposed values for both the “benefits” that will result from the deal and also the institu-

tions that will be established to solve the commitment problem facing the government and

rebel organization. This generates realized values for both the benefits of the deal and the

probability the government will abide by its terms.

Conditional on these benefits, and the proposed institutions which will be created through

the settlement, we can then generate two cut-points, which are denoted by the horizontal

and vertical dashed lines in Figure 2.1. Rebels who fall above the horizontal dashed line

are individuals for whom the value they place on continuing to fight and defeating the gov-

ernment outright outweighs the value of the benefits from the realized compromise peace

settlement. Likewise, rebels who fall to the left of the vertical dashed line are individuals

for whom their estimate of the likelihood the government will abide by the terms of the

settlement is lower than the objective probability created by the proposed institutions from

the compromise peace settlement. This importantly implies that the likelihood that the

membership of a given rebel organization rejects a compromise peace deal is shaped by

two forces: (1) the terms of the proposed compromise peace settlement, which shapes the

locations of the cut-points, and (2) the relative location of rebels along this distribution.

Recall that the theory explicated thus far presents an argument for how differences in

rebels’ anger toward the government adversary shapes the value they place on defeating

the government outright and their varying levels of trust shapes their expectations that the

government will abide by the terms of a proposed compromise peace settlement. It then

considers how a myriad of experiences, in isolation, affect rebels’ levels of anger and trust.
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Figure 2.1: A distribution of rebels characterized by the value they place on defeating the
government adversary and their expectations the government will credibly abide by the
terms of a negotiated settlement. Rebels with higher values for defeating the government,
and lower estimates of the probability the government will abide by the deal, are the most
likely to reject compromise peace settlements.

However, a single rebel’s life is comprised of a multitude of experiences. For example, Rory

O’Connor, the individual whose execution order was signed by the man for whom he had

served as a best man, was born in Dublin, was a member of the Irish Republican Broth-

erhood, was wounded by a sniper during the Easter Rising, and unlike many of his fellow

Easter Rising participants, evaded capture following the uprising.20 Each of these experi-

20After being injured during the Easter Rising, O’Connor was taken to Mercer’s hospital in Dublin. A
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ences could have, in principle, affected O’Connor’s anger toward, and trust in, the British.

What this means is that in order to map to the eventual decision of whether individual rebels

reject peace settlements, we need to conceptualize how sequences of experiences aggregate

at the individual level over time.21

To do so, we can then conceptualize each unique experience, insofar as it affects the way

rebels think about the adversary, in a simple additive framework. Each new experience has

the possibility of increasing anger toward, or decreasing trust in, the adversary. Rebels levels

of trust and anger are then continuously varying as conflicts unfold. A single experience

can affect both anger and trust, neither anger nor trust, or either one of these mechanisms.

Thus, the value they place on defeating the government outright, and their expectations

that the government will abide by the terms of any compromise peace settlement that is

proposed, is likewise changing continuously as the conflict unfolds.

To make this concrete, we can consider how two distinct experiences that occurred

throughout the life of a hypothetical member of the Irish Volunteers—including being so-

cialized into the organization before conflict onset and being imprisoned after participation

in the Easter Rising—affected the likelihood that an individual rejected the Anglo-Irish

Treaty. These experiences are depicted visually in Figure 2.2. Assume that when a rebel

is born, they start from a baseline expectation that the government is credible, and they

have a low value for defeating the government. As their life progresses, both the values

they place on defeating the government, and their expectations that the government will

credibly abide by the terms of a proposed peace settlement, change as a result of rebels’ life

experiences. This mean that both the absolute, and relative position of every single rebel

within an organization is in principle changing continuously as conflicts unfold as a result

sympathetic doctor, recognizing that O’Connor was a member of the Irish Volunteers, moved O’Connor to
a nursing home in Leeson Street where he recuperated under the name of Cyril Cooper. These actions were
fortuitous for O’Connor, as they allowed him to successfully evade British capture following his participation
in the Easter Rising (Dillon 2012, 230).

21Readers will note that this theoretical setup poses empirical challenges. Perhaps most prominently,
including an experience in the model that is sequentially downstream from another means that we are
controlling for a post-treatment variable. I address this concern in more detail in Section ?? of the chapter.
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of the experiences they undergo both before and after their decision to participate in the

conflict.
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Figure 2.2: How a single rebel’s life experiences shape their position along the distribution
of rebels in terms of the value they place on defeating the government adversary and their
expectations the government will credibly abide by the terms of a negoatiated settlement.
Rebels with higher values for defeating the government adversary outright, and lower esti-
mates of the probability the government will abide by the deal, are the most likely to reject
compromise peace settlements.
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2.3.1 The Aggregate Implications: How Rebel Groups Change Over Time

The implication of the discussion above is that rebel group composition, in terms of the

distribution of rebels who decide to continue fighting, changes over time. There are two

processes through which this occurs. First, rebels’ experiences can increase, or decrease,

their levels of anger and decrease their levels of trust, making them on average more likely

to continue fighting. Second, as conflicts unfold, there is a natural rate of attrition within

rebel organizations. We should expect rebels who have the lowest values for defeating the

government and highest beliefs that the government is credible to be the most likely to drop

out. This process of selection yields an important insight: as conflicts unfold, the distribution

of rebels’ values for defeating the government and beliefs that the government will credibly

abide by the terms of any deals that are struck can become increasingly concentrated at

extreme values.

The end result of this selection process is a rebel body comprised of individuals who

are relatively extreme in terms of both their prior beliefs about the government, and also

the strength with which they hold these priors. Rebels who decide to fight from conflict

onset through the time an offer of peace is on the table will place a high value on defeating

the government, and also think the government is of the type who will be likely to renege

on any deals that are struck. Importantly, since at the final stages of conflict rebels will

be on average more likely to hold similar values for each of these factors, their salience is

decreasing for explaining differences between rebels at this final stage.

The rebel group-level implications of this dynamic are depicted visually in Figure 2.3.

The top left panel displays a group of rebels who decide to fight at conflict onset. They vary

in their beliefs about the probability the government will credibly abide by the terms of any

deal it proposes, and the value they place on defeating the government. Some rebels then

undergo a particular experience, which is denoted in the top right panel by the black dots.

For the group of individuals who undergo this experience, it can increase their anger and

decrease their trust. This in turn decreases their beliefs that the government will credibly
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abide by the terms of any deals it strikes, and increases the value rebels place on defeating

the government. The bottom left panel depicts this dynamic, demonstrating how both

individual and group level extremism are increasing. Finally, as conflicts unfold rebels who

are more likely to believe that the government will credibly abide by the terms of any deals

that is struck and place lower value on defeating the government are more likely to drop

out. This is depicted visually in the bottom right panel. Within violent conflict settings, the

extent to which rebels will become concentrated at extreme values (i.e., the top-left corner)

will be driven by the extremity of their life experiences, and the extent to which either the

rebel organization or conflict itself screens out rebel types with low values.

2.3.2 The Theoretical Implications of Changing Rebel Group Composi-

tion

As conflicts unfold, the relative importance of rebels’ life experiences for explaining

conflict behavior changes as a function of who decides to continue fighting. Depending

on the extent to which conflicts select out certain rebel types, this changing composition

can decrease the importance of rebels’ life experiences for explaining differences between the

rebels who continue fighting. Importantly, this is not because experiences do not make rebels

extremists; rather, the rebel organization is increasingly comprised solely of extremists.

We can derive a number of empirical predictions from the preceding logic. First, rebels

who have undergone extreme experiences, which we should theoretically expect to be most

likely to increase their anger and decrease their trust in the adversary, should be more

likely on average to continue fighting as conflicts unfold. Second, these same experiences

will make rebels on average more likely to reject compromise peace settlements when we

compare among the pool of rebels who fight at conflict onset. Third, the selection process

that occurs as conflicts unfold leads to the empirical prediction that the correlation between

rebels’ life experiences and the likelihood they reject a compromise peace settlement will

be attenuated when we make comparisons between rebels who decided to fight up until the

time an offer of peace is on the table.
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(a) The distribution of rebels at conflict onset.
Rebels vary in the value they place on defeating
the government and their beliefs that the govern-
ment will credibly abide by the terms of any deals
that are struck. The initial distribution is shaped
by rebels’ prior experiences before conflict onset.
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(b) Among the group of rebels who fight at conflict
onset, some of them undergo a given experience
(such as imprisonment). The subset of rebels who
undergo this experiences is denoted by the black
dots in the panel above. Individuals who did not
undergo the experience are denoted by the grey
dots.
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(c) The value rebels place on defeating the govern-
ment and their assessment that the government is
credible changes as a result of their experience.
These increasing values led to a upward and left-
ward shift among the body of the rebel organiza-
tion, increasing aggregate extremism.
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(d) As conflicts unfold, rebels with lower values on
defeating the government and higher assessment
that the government is credible are more likely to
drop out. This again increases aggregate levels of
extremism within the body of rebels who decide
to continue fighting.

Figure 2.3: How rebel group extremism changes over time.
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2.4 How Persuasion Shapes Who Rejects Peace Settlements

At conflict’s end, rebel groups will be comprised of a distribution of rebels who vary in

their beliefs that the government will abide by the terms of a negotiated settlement and

also the value they place on defeating the adversary outright. How then, does this group

of rebels weigh these factors up against the proposed deal on the table? In order to do so,

rebels must decide how much they think the settlement is worth.

The expected benefits of the settlement are shaped by the material benefits spelled out

through the offer, and rebels’ assessment that the government will abide by the terms of

the deal and actually follow through on providing these benefits. Rebels’ evaluations of

the likelihood the government will abide by the deal is shaped by two forces. The first

force, as theorized above, includes rebels’ prior beliefs about the government’s type in the

form of whether they are trustworthy or untrustworthy. The second force includes rebels’

beliefs about the effectiveness of any institutional constraints placed upon the government

adversary. Rebels are uncertain about the effectiveness of these institutional constrains.

In this environment fraught with uncertainty, rebel commanding officers seek to persuade

their fellow rebels’ about whether any external constraints will be effective. Given the

limited amounts of information rebels have to go on about the power of these external

constraints, they will be likely to listen to their commanding officers under whom they have

been fighting for years. How then do rebels seek to persuade one another about whether to

accept compromise peace settlements?

Rebels opposed to compromise peace settlements commonly invoke two classes of argu-

ments as they seek to persuade their fellow rebels to reject peace settlements. First, rebels

invoke the past actions of the government adversary as a means of reminding rebels of its

untrustworthiness. As will be discussed throughout this dissertation, in the case of historical

Ireland those opposed to the Treaty highlighted how the past actions of the British shaped

their beliefs about its trustworthinessin the future. Mary MacSweeney, a founding mem-

ber of Cumann na mBan makes this point explicitly by focusing on her beliefs about the
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trustworthiness of the British Prime Minister, Lloyd George. MacSweeney states:22

If approved, it will be ratified by the necessary legislation, and Lloyd George

says the Army will go out when it is ratified. Now, watch Lloyd George. He will

take some watching. He is known in every Chancellory in Europe as the most

unscrupulous trickster that has ever occupied an honourable office. As far as we

in Ireland are concerned, the office which he holds never has been an honourable

office, but in his own country it is supposed to be so. And never has a more

unscrupulous scoundrel sat in the seats of the mighty than Lloyd George. There

is no Government in Europe that trusts his word. Will you do it?

Countess Markievicz, a prominent rebel and member of the Dáil, makes a similar ar-

gument in a speech about the Anglo-Irish Treaty, stating “What is England’s record? It

was self aggrandisement and Empire. You will notice how does she work—by a change of

names. They subjugated Wales by giving them a Prince of Wales, and now they want to

subjugate Ireland by a Free State Parliament and a Governor General at the head of it.”23

In each of these statements, MacSweeney and Markievicz are attempting to persuade their

fellow rebels to reject the peace settlements, leaning on the past actions of the adversary as

a means of doing so.

Second, rebels argue that the government is likely to be unconstrained in its behavior.

Consider, for example, the statements of Nur Misuari, leader of the Moro National Libera-

tion Front. When asked why he perceived the Tripolo Agreement as a trap, Misuari states

that “There’s nothing there. It does not contain any substantial issues. It does not guar-

antee the security and future of our people” (Misuari 1978). Importantly, Misuari himself

acknowledges the distinction between beliefs about the government from beliefs about the

effectiveness of the constraining influences of peace settlements. When asked whether he

believes Estrada, the then President of the Philippines, to be sincere, Misuari demonstrates

22For the full text of the Treaty debates, see https://celt.ucc.ie//published/E900003-001/

23https://celt.ucc.ie//published/E900003-001/.
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a marked uncertainty, stating that “If he is sincere, then we can achieve a viable and last-

ing solution to the problem of the Bangsa Moro people. If not, then we cannot solve the

problem” (Misuari 1978). Misuari is demonstrating the importance of both the constraining

influence of peace settlements, and his beliefs about the government’s type. Given Misuari’s

perception of the inability of the peace settlement to constrain the government’s future

actions, the entire success of the agreement hinges upon the trustworthiness of Estrada.

How then should we expect each of these classes of arguments to affect rebels’ decision-

making? On the first point, recall that in the previous section I argued that as conflicts

unfold, rebel groups will be increasingly comprised of individuals who believe the government

adversary is untrustworthy. Given this, and the strength with which we should expect rebels

to hold these priors, we should not expect these types of arguments to make rebels believe

that the government is more untrustworthy than they already did, since they are likely

close to the upper bound. However, we can expect these types of arguments to have two

other consequences. Most importantly, this will increase the salience of rebels’ prior beliefs

about the government’s type. When rebels are considering the likelihood that they will

obtain the benefits spelled out through the deal, this increasing salience means that rebels

will increasingly focus on the government adversary’s type, rather than any institutional

constraints that might be in place intended to curtail their behavior. This in turn decreases

the expected benefits associated with accepting the compromise peace settlement, making

rebels on average more likely to reject the deal.

On the second point, regardless of rebels’ beliefs about the government’s type, peace

settlements are commonly constructed with the intent of constraining the ability of the

government to renege on the settlement in the future. Both the scope and effectiveness of

these constraints can vary across conflicts. Given rebels’ relative inexperience with assessing

the effectiveness of different types of institutional designs, they will have uncertainty about

whether and how these designs will constrain the governments future behavior. Arguments

from their commanding officers about the effectiveness of these constraints are thus likely to

be effective in shaping these beliefs. Commanding officers opposed to the treaty argue that
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these constraints will be ineffective; this reduces the expected benefits of the settlement,

since rebels will be less likely to think that they will actually obtain the benefits spelled out

through the deal.

2.5 How Economic Incentives Shape Who Rejects Peace Set-

tlements

I argue that the decision to continue fighting and accept or reject compromise peace

settlements is also shaped by rebels’ financial incentives. This argument is drawn from an

important body of research which considers the opportunity costs associated with involve-

ment in armed conflict.24 Individuals decide whether to participate in conflicts after weighing

the material benefits they can obtain from fighting against the benefits from staying out.

All else equal, rebels with better outside options are on average less likely to fight. I derive

two predictions from this logic. Importantly, I argue that in to order understand whether

and how rebels’ financial incentives ultimately matter for shaping the decision of whether

to accept compromise peace settlements, we must consider rebels’ financial incentives in

tandem with the selection pressures that occur as conflicts unfold.

We can start by considering an initial pool of rebels who begin fighting at conflict onset.

Rebels who decide to participate will have weighed the initial financial costs and benefits

associated with their participation. As conflicts unfold, these costs can change. Sometimes

rebels lose their jobs, which increases the costs of continued participation. The resources

of the rebel organization might dry up, decreasing the amount they are able to pay their

combatants. In each of these cases, the financial incentives to return to civilian life are

increasing. The logic of the opportunity cost model of participation in conflict suggests

that we should expect rebel combatants to be on average more likely to drop out as the

financial costs associated with continued participation are increasing. Thus, as conflicts

24For a range of research building upon the logic of this argument, see (Berman et al. 2011; Collier and
Hoeffler 2004; Dasgupta, Gawande, and Kapur n.d.; Dube and Vargas 2013; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Miguel,
Satyanath, and Sergenti 2004; Olson 2009).
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unfold, as rebels’ financial incentives to return to civilian life are increasing, the likelihood

they drop out is likewise increasing. Importantly, rebels who are foregoing wages through

their participation in the conflict are consciously deciding to continue fighting despite the

incentives they might have to stop.

We must take this selection dynamic into account when considering how rebels’ financial

incentives shape the likelihood they accept or reject compromise peace settlements. At this

juncture, there are at least two types of financial considerations that we might expect to

affect rebels’ choices. The first class of considerations include those that have already been

taken into account by individual rebels in their decision to continue fighting up until the

time that an offer of peace is on the table. For example, we might imagine that rebels

vary in their skills and occupations and that these differences mean that some rebels will

be foregoing more wages through their participation in the conflict. In contrast to what we

might expect from the standard opportunity cost model of conflict participation, I argue

that we cannot derive clear empirical predictions from these differences. This indeterminacy

is driven by selection.

To make this concrete, consider two rebels who have been fighting from conflict onset

through the time an offer of peace is on the table. The first rebel has been foregoing wages

throughout the entirety of a violent conflict. They have a strong outside option in the form of

a well-paying job. The second rebel has instead been gaining material benefits through their

participation in the conflict. They are relatively poor, and the job they expect to return to

after the conflict ends pays less than the financial benefits they are obtaining through their

participation in the conflict. When an offer of peace is on the table, how should we expect

these differing financial considerations to shape the likelihood that rebels accept compromise

peace settlements?

On its face, we would expect the rebel foregoing wages to be on average more likely to stop

fighting since they can gain concrete material benefits from stopping. By contrast, the rebel

who is gaining wages should be more likely on average to be in favor of fighting. This logic

underpins what we commonly consider to be the opportunity cost model of participation
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in rebellion: rebels weigh the costs and benefits of participation relative to staying out of

violent conflicts, and those for whom the costs are increasing are on average more likely to

stop. The greater the wages rebels are foregoing through their participation in conflict, the

less likely we should expect them to be willing to stop. By the same logic, the more rebels

are being paid for their participation in the conflict, the less likely they are to be willing to

stop.

However, the simple fact that the first rebel decided to continue fighting despite the fact

that they are foregoing wages, provides us information about this rebel’s type. In particular,

there must be something else motivating them to fight, and this alternative motivation must

be great enough to overcome the wage losses they are enduring. We would expect rebels for

whom this alternative motivation does not overcome the wage losses to have either never

joined the conflict in the first place, or to have dropped out at some point along the way.

For the rebel who decides to continue fighting, if this alternative motivation is shaped in

part by the value the rebels place on defeating the government adversary outright, and their

beliefs that the government is unlikely to credibly abide by the terms of any deals that are

struck, then we do not have clear cut theoretical predictions for whether this rebel should

be more or less likely to continue fighting.25

The second class of financial considerations that we might expect to shape rebels’ de-

cisions of whether to accept or reject peace settlements include prospective financial con-

siderations that are manipulated through the terms of the deal. Peace settlements have

distributional consequences, including access to political power, new jobs, and direct pay-

ment. Building on the logic of the opportunity cost model of conflict participation, rebels

will weigh the costs and benefits of fighting relative to returning to civilian life, and those

who gain more through the deal will have a greater incentive to accept. This logic leads

to the empirical prediction that, all else equal, the more rebels expect to financially gain

25Importantly, if all rebels are gaining material benefits through their participation in the conflict, then
we are once again able to derive clear empirical predictions since the decision to drop-out is unlikely to be
affected by rebels’ financial considerations. This highlights how different types of selection occur in different
conflicts.
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through the terms of a peace settlement the more likely they are to be willing to accept it.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter I presented a theoretical argument for why rebels reject compromise

peace settlements. I argue that this occurs for three main reasons. The first reason is due

to differences in the extremity of rebels’ life experiences. Rebels’ life experiences shape their

levels of anger toward, and trust in, the government adversary. This increases the value

rebels place on defeating the government adversary outright and decreases their beliefs that

the government will credibly abide by the terms of any deals that are struck. Extreme

life experiences—such as extensive socialization, imprisonment, or having friends and family

members killed—will be the types of experiences we should expect to be most likely to affect

rebels’ levels of anger and trust, in turning making them more likely on average to reject

compromise peace settlements.

The second reason is due to differences in the arguments made by rebels’ command-

ing officers. These arguments commonly centered around the expected value of the peace

settlement. These arguments increase the salience of rebels’ prior beliefs about the untrust-

worthiness of the government, and also decrease their expectations that external constraints

will prevent the government from reneging on the deal in the future. Rebels whose com-

manding officers reject a given peace settlement will also be on average more likely to reject

peace settlements. The third reason is due to differences in rebels’ financial incentives.

Peace settlements can have distributional consequences and rebels who expect to obtain

more through the deal will be on average more likely to accept it. I now turn to applying

the theoretical argument to the historical case of the conflict in Ireland.
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3 | How Individual Rebel Experiences Shape Rebel
Group Composition

In April 1954, British government forces launched Operation Anvil in the city of Nairobi.

More than 4,000 British and African troops swept through the city and arrested approxi-

mately 10,000 men in a large-scale effort to root out the Mau Mau rebels.1 The detainees

were subsequently sent to detention camps throughout Kenya. The camps were hellish:

rife with disease, under-supplied food, with allegations of torture and summary executions

circulating widely.2 This 1950s British policy of arresting and imprisoning suspected rebel

combatants has been used by a range of governments throughout history,3 and is but one

of many possible counterinsurgency strategies adopted by governments as they attempt to

combat violent rebellions. In addition to imprisoning suspected rebels, governments execute

leaders, torture rebels, and destroy the houses of rebels’ family members. How do these

counterinsurgency strategies shape the composition of the rebel forces they are combating,

and in doing so, shape the long-run prospects for peace?

Building on the argument presented in the previous chapter, I argue that counterinsur-

gency strategies can shape the relative extremism of the membership of rebel organizations

by causing experiences that increase rebels’ anger toward, and decrease trust in, the govern-

ment adversary.4 Increasing anger increases the value rebels place on defeating the govern-

1http://news.bbc.co.uk/onthisday/hi/dates/stories/april/24/newsid_3705000/3705049.stm.

2For a broad overview of the imprisonment of Mau Mau rebels in Kenya, see Elkins (2005).

3Examples span from the arrest and internment of Cuban rebels by the Spanish in the late 19th century
to the recent imprisonment of alleged militants in Guantanamo Bay by the United States.

4Of course, not all counterinsurgency strategies are the same. Exploring the fully array of counterinsur-
gency strategies, and how different strategies shape subsequent rebel behavior is an important area of future
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ment adversary outright. Decreasing trust decreases rebels’ expectation that the government

will credibly abide by the terms of the deals that are struck. While the previous chapter

focused on presenting a theory for how differences in anger and trust affect the likelihood

that rebels will be willing to accept a compromise peace settlement, this chapter shines the

theoretical spotlight on an intermediate outcome: whether rebels continue fighting through-

out the duration of a conflict up until an offer of peace is on the table. Since explaining

whether rebels accept or reject peace settlements among rebels who are still in the organiza-

tion when an offer of peace is on the table implicitly means that we are conditioning on the

fact that the rebels decided to continue fighting until this time, we must first understand

the selection process leading only some rebels to decide to fight until the end.

I do so by focusing on one experience within one violent conflict: the imprisonment of

members of the Irish Volunteers and Irish Citizen Army who participated in the Easter

Rising in 1916. Members varied in whether they were captured following their participation

in the uprising. I build upon a long range of historical research on the rebellion in Ireland to

argue that the experience of imprisonment affected the likelihood rebels continued fighting

throughout the duration of the Irish War of Independence by shaping their anger toward,

and trust in, their British adversary. Actions of British prison officials, such as attempting

to conscript Irish rebels to fight in World War I, and reneging on their initial commitment

to treat the imprisoned Irish rebels as prisoners of war rather than criminals, increased

anger and decreased trust among the Irish rebel prisoners. I then explore how differences

in whether Irish rebels were imprisoned affected the likelihood they fought throughout the

duration of the Irish War of Independence.

The theory is tested using a new dataset comprised of individual-level information on over

1,500 Irish rebel combatants, which represents an overwhelming majority of the Irish Vol-

unteers and Irish Citizen Army who participated in the Easter Rising in 1916. In the 1920s

and 1930s, the government of Ireland established a military pension board, which sought

to provide former combatants financial compensation for their service in the fight for Irish

research.
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Independence. This chapter leverages the documentation provided by former combatants in

their applications for military pensions to create a detailed individual-level dataset of the

membership of the Irish Volunteers and Irish Citizen Army. In sum, the data collection pro-

cess involved manually going through more than ten thousand individual archival primary

source documents and resulted in individual-level information on (1) whether individuals

were arrested and interned following the Easter Rising, and (2) whether they continued

fighting in the Irish War of Independence upon their release.5 In addition to these two

main variables of theoretical interest, the data also contains a host of additional background

information which might affect both the likelihood that individuals were arrested and sub-

sequently rejoined the fight, including their rank, location of fighting, age, and whether they

stayed throughout the duration of the Easter Rising or left early.

The results of the chapter demonstrate that individuals who were arrested and sent to

internment camps following the Easter Rising were more likely to fight throughout the du-

ration of the Irish War of Independence. After controlling for the background covariates

that historical research highlights should be most likely to affect selection into imprison-

ment, we see that formerly imprisoned rebels were approximately 8% more likely to fight

throughout the entirety of the Irish War of Independence when compared with individuals

who were not imprisoned. The fact that imprisoned rebels were more likely to continue

fighting provides evidence for how (1) the experience of imprisonment can make rebels more

likely to continue fighting as conflicts unfold, and (2) that individual rebel experiences affect

rebels’ anger toward, and trust in, the adversary they are combating, and these differences

affect subsequent rebel choices. Before more fully fleshing out the theoretical mechanisms

underpinning how rebels’ experiences shape the choices they make, it will be helpful to first

provide an overview of the British role in Ireland, and how the conflict began in the first

place.

5The data also contains information on whether rebels rejected the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921. I use this
information in subsequent components of the dissertation.
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3.1 Historical Background on the Conflict in Ireland

British rule over Ireland can be traced back to the 1175 Treaty of Windsor, where King

Henry II of England and High King Ruaidrí of Ireland divided Ireland into two distinct

regions over which each of them respectively served as overlord.6 Much of the 800 years

following this treaty can be characterized by periodic efforts by Irish men and women to

overthrow British forces within Ireland (Kenna 2016). This pattern continued until the early

20th century (and for some in Northern Ireland continues to this day), when a diplomatic

breakthrough seemed on the horizon. In 1912, a Home Rule bill was introduced in British

Parliament proposing self-government for Ireland while remaining part of the United King-

dom. This devolution of powers was largely favored by Irish nationalists who wanted greater

governing autonomy for Ireland.

By contrast, individuals in Ulster—comprised largely of Protestant individuals residing

in what are now the six counties of Northern Ireland—wanted to remain under the control

of Britain. These individuals mounted a fervent opposition to Home Rule, leading approx-

imately 250,000 people to sign a document known as the Solemn League and Covenant,

pledging to “stand by one another in defending for ourselves and our children our cherished

position of equal citizenship in the United Kingdom and in using all means which may be

found necessary to defeat the present conspiracy to set up a Home Rule Parliament” (Foster

1989, 466–467). The Ulster Volunteer Force was formed in parallel to this pledge in January

1913, after which they began drilling publicly and making contingency plans for the orga-

nization of a coup if Home Rule were established (Foster 1989, 467).7 In this environment,

in November 1913 the Irish Volunteers were formed, largely as a reaction to the presence of

this armed body in Ulster threatening the proposed parliamentary body to be established

in Dublin under Home Rule.8 By July of the following year, the ranks of the Volunteers

6As part of the treaty, Ruaidrí also agreed to swear fealty to King Henry II and agreed to pay him a
yearly tribute. For more on 12th century Ireland, see Flanagan (1989).

7For a broader overview of the rise of the Ulster Volunteer Force, see Bowman (2017).

8For an overview of the broader historical setting in which the Irish Volunteers were established, see
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would swell dramatically with an estimated membership of over 150,000 individuals.

The prospects of Home Rule were put on hold when on August 4, 1914, Britain declared

war on Germany marking the start of British involvement in World War I. This conflict

would have profound implications, not only for the shaping of the modern world, but also

on the politics of the rapidly developing Irish nationalist movement less than 300 miles away.

On September 24th, 1914, a split emerged within the Irish Volunteers over whether members

should fight in the British forces in World War I. On the one hand, were those who thought

a full Irish commitment to the war effort would act as an important signal to British who

were skeptical of the idea of Home Rule, that an increased devolution of powers would not

threaten the commitment of Ireland to the British Crown. On the other, were those who were

opposed to the idea of committing Irish men to Britain’s fight. This disagreement led to a

split within the Irish Volunteers, between those who supported fighting alongside the British

wherever needed with many of these individuals joining the British Army, against those who

were opposed to involvement in the war (Foster 1989, 472–473). This split led to a lopsided

division within the Irish Volunteers, with approximately 150,000 individuals supporting

the British war effort and becoming known as the “National Volunteers,” while somewhere

between 3,000 and 10,000 individuals would remain members of the “Irish Volunteers” (Foster

1989, 473).

On April 24th, 1916 this latter group of individuals who refused to fight for the British

in World War I initiated a violent uprising against Britain in coordination with two parallel

organizations—Cumann na mBan9 and the Irish Citizen Army10—which would last a week

and become known as the Easter Rising.11 At the onset of the uprising, members of the Irish

rebel organizations seized strategic locations throughout Dublin, and attempted to inspire a

Foster (1989, 462–476). See Martin (2013) for a fascinating collection of documents and recollections from
the foundation of the Irish Volunteers.

9For an overview of Cumann na mBan, see McCarthy (2007). For further research on the daring and
extraordinary work of women throughout the Easter Rising, War of Independence, and Civil War, see
Matthews (2010).

10For an overview of the Irish Citizen Army, see Matthews (2014).

11For a concise summary of the events of the Easter Rising, see Coogan (2016).
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broader conflict throughout the country as a whole.12 When this broader uprising failed to

materialize, and British soldiers poured into Dublin where the majority of the fighting was

taking place, members of the fighting forces generally escaped when they could while others

were either captured or surrendered. Over the next several weeks, the British arrested

individuals they suspected of participating in the Easter Rising, and by May 12th had

executed fifteen of the rebel leaders. The British would then send these captured rebels to

internment camps throughout Wales and England.13 In this chapter I study how internment

shaped the choices of individual rebels by comparing rebels that successfully evaded capture

with those who were interned, among individuals who fought in the Easter Rising in 1916.

Following the executions of the bulk of the leaders of the Easter Rising, public opinion

began turning against the British both internationally and within Ireland. As a result of

this pressure, the British began to release the prisoners in batches beginning in July 1916,

with the final release occurring in June 1917. As the prisoners were being released, the Irish

Volunteers and Irish Citizen Army began reorganizing almost immediately in preparation

for a broader conflict with Britain. The Irish War of Independence was then initiated in

early 1919 when Irish Volunteer units began attacking British military personnel. The Irish

Volunteers, who would shortly after change their name to the Irish Republican Army,14

would spend the next two years fighting once again in parallel to the Irish Citizen Army and

Cumann na mBan in a guerrilla war. This would continue until a truce period was initiated

on July 11, 1921. On December 6, 1921, representatives of the Irish rebel forces and British

government signed the Anglo-Irish Treaty, effectively ending the Irish War of Independence

and providing for the establishment of the Irish Free State.15

12For a detailed account of the Easter Rising in Dublin, see Ó Conchubhair (2010, 60–156).

13For more on how the British decided which rebels to imprison, see Mahony (1987, 18:21).

14This change in name occurred in 1919 when the organization pledged allegiance to a newly established
legislative political body called the Dáil.

15In April of 1922, a split would emerge within the Irish Republican Army about whether to accept the
Anglo-Irish Treaty. Why rebels who fought alongside one another disagreed about whether to accept or
reject the Anglo-Irish Treaty forms the theoretical and empirical core of the chapters that follow.
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3.2 How Imprisonment Affected Who Kept Fighting: The

Role of Anger and Trust

How did the imprisonment of Irish rebels affect the likelihood that they continue fighting

throughout the duration of the Irish War of Independence? Building on the the theoretical

framework presented in Chapter 1, I argue that the experience of internment affected how

the Irish rebels perceived the British government adversary they were combating. Irish

prisoners were held in poor conditions and subject to unjust and capricious policies. Personal

accounts of imprisoned Irish rebels document how these experiences increased anger and

decreased trust. I argue that increasing anger increases the value rebels place on defeating

the government adversary outright while decreasing trust decreases rebels’ expectation that

the government will credibly abide by the terms of any policies that are passed or deals that

are struck, decreasing the expected benefits of returning to civilian life. The remainder of

this section discusses the causes and consequences of this increasing anger and decreasing

trust.

3.2.1 The Causes and Consequences of Increasing Anger Among Irish

Rebel Prisoners

Historical accounts of Irish rebel prisoners document a wide range of British actions and

policies that increased anger among the imprisoned rebel population. Most prominently,

throughout the duration of imprisonment, the prisoners and prison officials were in constant

conflict due to the British attempts to conscript Irish prisoners to fight in World War I

(Brennan-Whitmore 2013, 82–83). These conscription policies were targeted at young mem-

bers of the London branch of the Irish Volunteers who had lived in London for much of their

young lives, but traveled to Dublin to participate in the Easter Rising. Historical accounts

document how this policy of attempting to conscript Irish rebels angered the Irish prisoners
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and they worked actively to undermine it throughout the duration of their internment.16

For example, in an autobiography describing his experience as an Irish Volunteer in the

Frongoch internment camp, William Brennan-Whitmore states that the British efforts to

conscript two members of the Irish Volunteers, Séan and Ernest Nunan,17 “angered us very

much,” going on to state that “our impotence in the matter but added fuel to our fury”

(Brennan-Whitmore 2013, 82–83).18

Historical research also shows how the overall quality of the prisons, as well as the rations

provided to the prisoners, led to complaints from the Irish prisoners about the conditions in

which they were being held. As Brennan-Whitmore notes, “the dormitories were stuffy and

malodorous, and over-run with rats; that the roofs and skylights leaked abominably in wet

weather” (Brennan-Whitmore 2013, 68–69). A related, and perhaps even stronger complaint

concerned both the quality and quantity of rations supplied to the prisoners (Brennan-

Whitmore 2013, 68–69). These poor conditions led to some illness among prisoners both

during and after their internment, with several individuals claiming deleterious health effects

arising from this experience.19 To summarize, historical accounts highlight how the policies

of the British combined with the conditions in which they held prisoners increased anger

among the Irish rebel prisoners. Moreover, a long range of prison riots throughout history—

such as the Dartmoor Prison riot in England in 1932, the Attica Prison riot in New York

in 1971,20 and hunger strikes by prisoners in Guantanamo Bay in 200521—provide concrete

16For a discussion of how the conscription efforts made the Irish rebels feel, see (Brennan-Whitmore 2013,
82–83).

17The spelling of the last name varies across sources between Nunan (Ebenezer 2006, 177) and Noonan
(Brennan-Whitmore 2013, 82).

18The Nunan brothers refused to fight for the British in World War I and were subsequently sentenced to
hard labor (Ebenezer 2006, 177).

19Some individuals claim that the deleterious effects of their internment on their health prevented them
from fighting in the future. For example, Michael Blake (MSP34REF9165) states that“I got into bad health
in the camp. I remained in poor health up to 1926. I was unable to be in the activities of the I.R.A. from the
time I left Frongoch. And I attribute the bad state of my health since then to the prison life in Frongoch.”

20For a fascinating account for how the conditions and policies within the Attica prison increased anger
among the prisoners, see Thompson (2017).

21In 2005 prisoners being held by the United States in Guantanamo Bay went on hunger strike protesting
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evidence of the links between anger generated by the actions and rules of prison officials

with violent responses on the part of the prisoners.

Recall that, as explicated in the previous chapter, people who feel anger toward another

feel a need to correct the perceived wrongdoing, which leads to a behavioral tendency to

confront, and at times, kill, or attack the individual deemed responsible for generating

the anger (Berkowitz 1993; Mackie, Devos, and Smith 2000; Roseman, Wiest, and Swartz

1994). This behavioral tendency implies that individuals derive benefits from engaging in

activity consistent with the desire to lash out and act violently toward the adversary deemed

responsible for generating the anger. In short, there are direct, individual-level benefits from

continuing the violence. This means that when rebels are weighing the costs and benefits

of continuing to fight relative to returning to civilian life and thus ceasing to participate in

violent conflict, rebels with higher levels of anger will place higher value on engaging in the

behavior that will allow them to continue fighting against the government adversary. Thus,

all else equal, as rebels levels of anger are increasing, the benefits associated with defeating

the government adversary outright are likewise increasing, making rebels on average more

likely to continue fighting throughout the duration of the conflict.

3.2.2 The Causes and Consequences of Decreasing Trust Among Irish

Rebel Prisoners

Historical accounts also highlight how the actions of British prison officials reduced

trust among the Irish rebels. Most prominently, in the eyes of the Irish internees, the

British reneged on their initial commitment to treat the captured rebels as prisoners of war

(Brennan-Whitmore 2013, 12). This had concrete implications for their day-to-day lives, in

that it directly affected both the types of benefits and levels of autonomy they were granted,

which led to large levels of discontent among the Irish prisoners. Whether captured Irish

rebels were treated as prisoners of war or criminals has historically been a contentious issue

their innocence and also the broader conditions of their confinement. For another prominent example of the
use of hunger strikes in protest of prison policy, see the case of the Irish Republican Army in Long Kesh
prison (O’Rawe 2005).
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throughout the entirety of the conflict in Ireland. For example, the desire to be treated as

prisoners of war rather than as criminals was the key cause of the hunger strike by Thomas

Ashe in 1917, as well as the hunger strikes in the 1980s by IRA prisoners, such as Bobby

Sands.22 Thus, when the British reneged on their initial commitment to treat the Irish

rebels as prisoners of war, this was a consequential policy choice. The effects of the British

reneging on their initial commitment to treat the Irish prisoners as prisoners of wars is

succinctly summarized by Brennan-Whitmore (2013) when he writes “[w]e concluded that

the promises of the warders were like all the promises of Englishmen to Irishmen — only

meant to deceive and ensnare” (Brennan-Whitmore 2013, 26). The future actions of British

prison officials, in which they engaged in deceptive tactics in efforts to convince the Irish

rebels to do volunteer prison work, led to further decreases in trust. When writing about the

actions of the adjutant of the prison, Brennan-Whitmore (2013) states that “the adjutant

was of a type that for seven centuries had successfully fooled the chivalrous and trusting

Irish with honeyed words and fair but empty promises. We resolved that come what may

he would not fool our men” (Brennan-Whitmore 2013, 103).

Applying the logic of this to the conflict in Ireland implies that as trust is decreasing,

individual perceptions of the credibility of British promises are likewise decreasing. Since

peaceful resolutions to violent conflicts hinge on governments abiding by the terms of the

deals that are struck, rebels who are less trusting of the adversary are on average less likely to

think that the government will abide by these terms. The logic for this permeates historical

accounts of the disagreements over the Anglo-Irish Treaty.23 During the debates about

whether to accept the Anglo-Irish Treaty, Erskine Childers—who was eventually executed

by firing squad during the Irish Civil War by the newly formed Irish Free State—in part

based his argument in opposition to the treaty around his perception that he did not trust

Britain to abide by its terms. Childers makes this point by contrasting Ireland with Canada,

22The hunger strikes in the Long Kesh prison eventually resulted in 10 deaths.

23For example when writing about the disagreements over the Anglo-Irish Treaty, Bill Kissane argues that
“much depended on the question of trust” (Kissane 2005, p. 35).
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arguing that the Canadian model of remaining under the jurisdiction of Britain would not

work for Ireland due to the close geographic proximity and long history of conflict between

Ireland and Britain. In short, Childers did not trust the British to abide by the terms of the

treaty. Childers expresses this sentiment in the debates over the Anglo-Irish Treaty, stating:

What is Canada? Half a continent. The closest part is nearly 3,000 miles from
Britain, and the furthest part 7,000 miles, a great, immense nation, absolutely
unconquerable by England, and, what is even more important, attached to Eng-
land by ties of blood which produces such relations between them that there is
no desire on England’s part to conquer. . .What is the position of Ireland? After
750 years of war, lying close up against the shores of her great neighbour, what
guarantee has she, what equal voice can she have in the decisions of these ques-
tions, with England actually occupying her shores, committing her inevitably,
legally, constitutionally and in every other way to all her foreign policies and to
all her wars?24

Through the logic of this argument, as trust is decreasing, rebels’ willingness to accept

government offers at all stages of the conflict are likewise decreasing. At the final stage of

the conflict when rebels are considering whether to accept peace treaties, we should expect

that as rebel trust is decreasing, perceptions of the credibility of government offers are also

decreasing. This means that rebels are less likely to think that they will actually accrue the

benefits negotiated through the peace deal. This decreases individual expectations of these

net benefits, which means that individual rebels with lower levels of trust in the adversary

are more likely on average to reject settlements. We should also expect same logic driving

the relationship between trust and treaty behavior to also affect the strategic choices of

rebels as the conflict progresses. Rebels with lower levels of trust will be less likely on

average to be effectively co-opted by governments through financial means, and also have

lower estimates of the expected benefits of returning to civilian life since under the current

institutional arrangement, the success and stability of their lives as civilians hinges on the

future actions of the government they are fighting. This line of reasoning suggests that as

trust is decreasing due to the experience of imprisonment, formerly imprisoned rebels will

be on average more likely to continue fighting throughout the duration of the Irish War of

24https://celt.ucc.ie/published/E900003-001/index.html
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Independence.

3.3 Individual-Level Data on Rebel Combatants in 1916-1923

Ireland

In this section I present new individual level data from the membership of the Irish

Volunteers and Irish Citizen Army. The data leverages a unique aspect of Irish history in

that all individuals who participated in the conflict against the government of the United

Kingdom were eligible to receive a military pension for their service. The pension applica-

tions occurred in two main waves.25 The first wave occurred in 1924, where only individuals

who fought in the National Forces in the Irish Civil War were eligible to receive a pension.

This means that only individuals who fought on the Pro-Treaty side in the Irish Civil War,

would be able to receive a military pension for their service.26 The second pension wave

occurred in 1934, and all individuals who participated at any point in the conflict were

now eligible to apply.27 This means that through either the 1924 or 1934 pension waves,

nearly all individuals who fought in the Easter Rising in 1916 were now eligible to receive

compensation for their service to Ireland, as well as for their role fighting in all subsequent

periods in the conflict.

An important aspect of the pension applications is that the amount individuals would

eventually be compensated for their service hinged on the amount of time they were actively

engaged in the conflict.28 This created an incentive for individual applicants to specify the

extent of their involvement throughout the entire duration of the conflict, but also for the

25There were additional opportunities for individuals to both apply for, and appeal earlier pension deci-
sions, though the overwhelming majority of individuals who participated in the conflict were approved in
the 1924 and 1934 rounds.

26 In practice, this excludes all individuals who may have fought in the Easter Rising in 1916 and all other
periods of the conflict but either selected out of the conflict or fought on the Anti-Treaty side in the Irish
Civil War.

27For a broader discussion of the theoretical implications of these distinct waves and how this might
substantively affect results, see Appendix Section A.2.

28Another factor determining their level of pay included their rank throughout each of the periods.
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Military Pension Board to collect this information in a way that was standardized to allow

for a clear mapping from active service to financial compensation. In order to standardize

the duration of service, the Military Pension Board divided the conflict into eleven distinct

periods, starting with the Easter Rising in 1916 and ending with the conclusion of the Irish

Civil War. Substantively, the pension applications provide a unique opportunity to trace

individuals through discrete periods of violent conflict, starting in the month leading up to

the initial uprising against the government of Britain, through the Irish War of Independence,

Anglo-Irish Treaty, and Irish Civil War. The time periods covered through the military

pension applications are summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Temporal periods in pension applications. The first column denotes each of the
eleven discrete periods during the conflict, starting in the month before the Easter Rising
through the end of the Irish Civil War. The second column denotes the dates associated
with each of these periods in the conflict.

Period in Conflict Temporal Range in Pension Application

Pre-Easter Week April 1, 1916 – April 22, 1916

Easter Rising April 23, 1916 – April 29, 1916

Easter Rising through Imprisonment Release April 30, 1916 – March 31, 1917

Reorganization Prior to War of Independence April 1, 1917 – March 31, 1918

War of Independence April 1, 1918 – March 31, 1919

War of Independence April 1, 1919 – March 31, 1920

War of Independence April 1, 1920 – March 31, 1921

War of Independence April 1, 1921 – July 11, 1921

Truce Period July 12, 1921 – June 30, 1922

Civil War July 1, 1922 – March 31, 1923

Civil War April 1, 1923 – September 30, 1923

There are generally three steps involved in the processing of the military pension appli-
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cations, which starts at the initial submission of the application to the eventual receipt of a

military pension for service. The first stage entails the initial submission of the application

itself. In the applications, individuals detailed the extent of their service across each of

the periods, and also were required to provide the name of three individuals who were also

members of the organization that would be able to vouch for their service in each period.

This initial application was often accompanied by a sworn statement (either written or an

in-person interview) where the applicant explicitly detailed their involvement throughout

the conflict.

The second stage entails obtaining supporting material from the listed references de-

tailing the extent of the involvement of the applicant through each respective stage in the

conflict. In this supporting information the reference explicitly vouches for the applicant

for service for which they were able to recall. For example, in the application of Patrick

Bradley, a member of the Irish Citizen Army, his reference Christopher Poole states that

Bradley “fought in Stephen’s Green and was interned in Frongoch. . . ”29 explicitly docu-

menting where Bradley fought during the Easter Rising in 1916, and also the fact that he

was interned abroad in Frongoch, Wales.

The final stage in the pension applications involves the pension board considering the

amount of service claimed, the evidence presented in favor of the applicant in their sworn

testimony and by their references, and deciding the fraction of the period to approve service.

For example, in the period from April 1, 1921 through July 11, 1921, an individual could

have been in the Irish Republican Army throughout the entire period, but been approved

for actively engaging in the conflict for half this period. In general the amount of service

approved ranged from “none” to the entire period, with values in the middle taking the form

of a fraction between zero and one. The end result of this three stage process is a Military

Service Certificate, which details (1) the organization an individual claimed service within

for each of the respective periods, and (2) the fraction of the period for which an individual

29Stephens Green is a location in Dublin where fighting took place during Easter Week 1916. For the
complete pension application, see http://mspcsearch.militaryarchives.ie/docs/files//PDF_Pensions/
R1/MSP34REF5024PATRICK%20BRADLEY/WMSP34REF5024PATRICKBRADLEY.pdf.
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Table 3.2: Example of a 1934 Military Pension Service Certificate. The first column denotes
the time period for which individuals could plausibly fighting between the beginning of the
Easter Rising and end of the Irish Civil War. The second column denotes the organization
for which they could have plausibly claimed service. The final column denotes the fraction of
the period for which the military pension board approved the individual as being engaged in
“active service.” Note that Oglaigh na-hEireann was the Irish name for the Irish Republican
Army during this time period. Also, the second period running from April 1, 1916 – March
31, 1917 excludes the Easter Rising.

Time Period Organization Claimed Active Service Approved

Easter Week 1916 Irish Volunteers Entire Period

April 1, 1916 – March 31, 1917 Irish Volunteers 343/358

April 1, 1917 – March 31, 1918 Irish Volunteers 1/4

April 1, 1918 – March 31, 1919 Irish Volunteers None

April 1, 1919 – March 31, 1920 Oglaigh na-hEireann None

April 1, 1920 – March 31, 1921 Oglaigh na-hEireann 1/12

April 1, 1921 – July 11, 1921 Oglaigh na-hEireann 1/2

July 12, 1921 – June 30, 1922 Oglaigh na-hEireann 1/6

July 1, 1922 – March 31, 1923 Oglaigh na-hEireann 2/9

April 1, 1923 – September 30, 1923 Oglaigh na-hEireann None

was approved. An example of a Military Service Certificate is presented in Table 3.2.

3.3.1 Defining the Sample: Participants in the Easter Rising

I define my initial sample to include all individuals who were approved for active service

as a member of either the Irish Volunteers or Irish Citizen Army during the Easter Rising in

1916. Returning to the pension application presented in Table 3.2, in order for an individual

to be considered part of my sample, an individual must claim to have been either a member of

the “Irish Volunteers” or “Irish Citizen Army” (first cell of the second column) and also have
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been approved for service during Easter Week (first cell of the third column). Substantively,

this means that an individual would enter my sample if they were approved by the military

pension board in either the 1924 or 1934 waves for active service during the Easter Rising

in 1916. I go on to use the information conveyed in the remainder of the military service

certificate to learn about the extent of individual involvement throughout the remainder of

the conflict.

Focusing on individuals who participated in the Easter Rising has three main theoretical

and empirical benefits. First, focusing on participants in the Easter Rising means that all

individuals we will be comparing, regardless of whether they were eventually arrested and

imprisoned, were willing to engage in a violent uprising against the British government with

the odds dramatically stacked against them. Participating in the Easter Rising was a choice,

and thus focusing on only individuals who went down this path helps address the potential

concern that there was variation in the baseline willingness of individuals to participate in

violent conflict which affected both the likelihood of being arrested and of continuing to fight,

since we only focus on individuals who were willing to fight from the outset. I return to this

more general concern of selection into being arrested in Section 3.3.4. Second, focusing on

participants in the Easter Rising helps ensure that all individuals within the sample could

(1) plausibly be arrested following the uprising, and (2) rejoin the conflict in subsequent

periods. This is important, as it ensures that the analysis excludes individuals who joined

the conflict during a period where it was not possible for them to be interned.30

Finally, defining the initial sample to include individuals who were approved for service

in at least the first period, helps address the potential concern that there was dramatic

variation in the likelihood of being approved across the different pension waves, which we

know substantively is directly related to the side individuals fought on in the Irish Civil War

(individuals who did not fight in the National Forces were not eligible to apply under the

30If, for example, these individuals who joined at later date were also more likely to fight in the National
Forces (in which case we would code them as having accepted the treaty), we might then erroneously conclude
a positive effect of imprisonment on being Anti-Treaty, when this result was actually driven by individuals
joining the National Forces for unrelated reasons and by definition being coded as not being arrested even
though this could not have occurred.
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1924 pension). For example, if being approved for service in the 1934 pension wave is less

difficult than it was in 1924, we might be concerned than individuals would erroneously be

more likely to be approved for service across all periods, despite the fact that they fought

at exactly the same rates. Given this potential ease of approval, we might also expect that

individuals would falsely claim to have been imprisoned in order to attempt to increase the

number of time periods for which they were paid. This would then induce a false relationship

between being imprisoned and continuing to engage in the conflict. However, by focusing

on only individuals who were approved for at least the first period, we are able to focus

only on making comparisons among individuals who were approved for service, which means

the concern detailed above would only substantively affect results if this varied both across

pension applications and within the respective periods for which individuals are claiming

service. Given that the process of needing fellow members of the Irish Volunteers to serve

as a reference for you was constant across periods, this is unlikely.

3.3.2 The Dependent Variable: Continuing to Fight After Internment

The main dependent variable for this chapter is whether individuals who participated

in the Easter Rising subsequently fought throughout the duration of the Irish War of Inde-

pendence. This is measured directly from whether individuals claimed to serve throughout

each of the four periods comprising the Irish War of Independence as measured though their

the pension service certificates. The dependent variable is binary, taking on a one when

individuals claim to have served in all of the periods in the Irish War of Independence, and

a zero otherwise.

3.3.3 The Explanatory Variable: Imprisonment After the Rising

The main explanatory variable throughout this chapter is individuals being interned

after the Easter Rising. This information is collected directly from the pension application

in one of two places. The first place is in the sworn statements of individuals where they

provide detailed information on their involvement in the Easter Rising, whether they were
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arrested and interned after the Rising, as well as details about their subsequent service for the

eight remaining periods. In these testimonies they were almost always asked whether they

were arrested and imprisoned after the Easter Rising as well as when they were eventually

released. For individuals for whom a sworn statement is not on file, the information is then

sought in the statements made by the applicant’s references about the applicant’s services

rendered throughout the conflict. Given that both applicants and their references had an

incentive to state that they were arrested and imprisoned if they were since they would be

paid for service during this time period, I assume that if this information is missing, they

were not interned.

It is important to note that some individuals who were initially arrested were subse-

quently released, which means that they were not sent to internment camps. This occurred

for two main reasons. First, the screening process for who actually participated in the Easter

Rising was imperfect, with some individuals who did not participate and had nothing to do

with the Easter Rising being imprisoned, while other individuals who were active partici-

pants were accidentally released. In short, there were both false positives and false negatives

in the process of identifying who actually participated. Second, individuals who were under

the age of 18 were released.31 Given that individuals that were under the age of 18 had

effectively no chance of receiving the treatment of internment, throughout the analyses that

follow I include a dummy variable noting if individuals were under the age of 18 during the

Easter Rising.

To get a rough sense of the data used throughout this chapter, Figure 3.2 plots the

proportion of periods individual rebels fought until the truce, split by whether individuals

were imprisoned and their age during the Easter Rising in 1916. Two points are worth

noting. First, the plot provides descriptive evidence that individuals who were imprisoned

fought at higher rates throughout the Irish War of Independence, which is visually depicted

through the black line being higher than the grey line for nearly all ages. Second, there is

31 There were also a small number of individuals who claimed to be under 18 and were accidentally released.
One example of this is Henry Shiels, whose military pension application number is MSP34REF50882.
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Figure 3.1: The ages of participants during the 1916 Easter Rising and the proportion of
periods they claimed to fight in the Military Pension Application. Younger individuals are
more likely to fight throughout the duration of the conflict.

substantively interesting and important non-linearity in the fighting rates and imprisonment

status among both the youngest and oldest rebels. This descriptive relationship is consistent

with the historical information discussed in the previous paragraph in that the youngest

rebels were not imprisoned due to their age, and in line with research throughout political

science highlighting the conflict-prone nature of younger individuals, they are also on average

more likely to fight throughout the duration of the conflict. Thus, the non-linearity depicted

above is driven by a small number of rebels who are relatively extreme in terms of both their

fighting rates and ages.
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3.3.4 Control Variables Addressing Selection into Imprisonment

In seeking to better understand how internment shaped the decision to fight in the Irish

War of Independence, it is essential to first consider why rebels were imprisoned in the first

place. For example, it might be the case that some individuals were more likely on average to

be imprisoned due to unobserved individual-level factors, and these same factors also made

them on average more likely to continue fighting throughout the duration of the conflict.

Thus, the effect the chapter attempts to identify might not be the effect of imprisonment,

but rather important individual-level differences in the “types” of individuals most likely to

be imprisoned. Historical evidence suggests that variation in the likelihood individuals were

captured was driven by four main factors.

First, the geographic location where individuals fought in the Easter Rising played an im-

portant role in shaping the likelihood that individual rebels were captured. Before the Easter

Rising, members of the respective Irish rebel organizations were organized into brigades

throughout Ireland. As Easter Week unfolded, a larger number of individuals would rise

up, and the fighting would be most intense within the city of Dublin. This means that we

would expect individuals that fought in Dublin to have a much higher likelihood of being

captured than individuals located outside the city.32 Moreover, given that a smaller number

of individuals from outside of Dublin decided to participate, we might expect those that did

to be on average more extreme than individuals located within the city itself. Given this

concern, I collect individual-level information on whether individuals fought in the Dublin

Brigade during the Easter Rising. This will allow me to directly address the concern that

certain types of individuals are more likely to fight in more dangerous places, which increases

both the likelihood they are arrested and also continue fighting upon their release.

A second factor that historical evidence suggests might be driving variation in the likeli-

hood individuals were captured during or after the Easter Rising is the rank of the combat-

ants. Those that were in more highly ranked positions might be more likely to be expected

32Individuals who state they fought in the Dublin Brigade are approximately 12% more likely to be
interned abroad.
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to hold their positions until the last possible moment which would affect the likelihood that

they are captured. Moreover, we might expect that more highly ranked individuals were

more likely to select back into the conflict, regardless of whether they were imprisoned.

Given this concern, I also collect individual-level information on rebels’ ranks at the time of

the Easter Rising. This will allow me to directly address the concern that some individuals

were more extreme or more committed before the Easter Rising which caused them to have

a higher rank, be more likely to be arrested, and also more likely to select back into the

conflict.

A third factor that we might expect to affect the likelihood that individuals were captured

and continued fighting was whether they stopped fighting early during Easter Week. For

example, some individuals state that as the week unfolded they became separated from their

unit, and thus returned to their homes early.33 This would then decrease the likelihood that

they would be arrested at some point during Easter Week. We might also be concerned that

these types of individuals would be less likely to fight in the future—regardless of whether

this is actually the case—which would mean they would be less likely to fight in subsequent

periods in the conflict. I control for whether individuals fought until the end of the Easter

Rising to address this concern. Fourth, a range of research on conflict and political violence

documents how individuals that are younger are often more “violent” or “militant” than

otherwise similar members of their organization.34 Given this, throughout the analysis

that follows I control for the age of combatants. Finally, I control for whether rebels were

members of the Irish Volunteers or Irish Citizen Army. Given both the ideological and

organizational differences between the organizations, rebels in each of these organizations

likely have underlying differences in their baseline likelihood of fighting throughout the

entirety of the conflict and also likelihood of being captured.

33For example, in his pension application Francis Brady (MSP34REF1512) discusses how he became cut
off from his unit and thus stopped fighting on April 27th.

34For a helpful overview of this body of research, see Urdal (2006).
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3.4 Main Result: Imprisoned Rebels Fight Until Truce at

Higher Rates

Results are consistent with the theoretical argument, demonstrating that rebels who

were interned in the aftermath of the Easter Rising were more likely to fight throughout the

duration of the Irish War of Independence. Figure 3.2 presents the rates of fighting across

whether individuals were interned in the aftermath of the Easter Rising. After controlling for

whether individuals fought in the Irish Citizen Army or Irish Volunteers and were over the

age of 18, the predicted probabilities for fighting throughout the duration of the Irish War

of Independence is 59.0% and 67.5% for non-imprisoned and imprisoned rebels respectively.

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

Interned Not Interned

Figure 3.2: Rebels sent to internment camps are more likely to fight through the duration
of the Irish War of Independence until the truce.

Table 3.3 presents regression results to investigate the relationship between internment

and fighting throughout the Irish War of Independence. We can see that individuals who

were sent to internment camps are again on average more likely to fight throughout the
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duration of the Irish War of Independence than otherwise similar rebels. Substantively, the

results demonstrate that individuals who were interned were approximately 8% more likely

to fight throughout all periods of the Irish War of Independence than individuals who were

not interned (p-value of 0.0004).

Table 3.3: Internment and Fighting in the Irish War of Independence. Examines the fighting
rates of members of the Irish Volunteers and Irish Citizen Army. Rebels that were interned
fought in the Irish War of Independence at higher rates than those who were not interned.

Frac of Rebels Fighting Until Truce

Interned 0.086∗∗ 0.090∗∗

(0.024) (0.024)

Irish Citizen Army -0.106∗ -0.139∗∗

(0.046) (0.048)

Under 18 0.211∗∗ 0.122+

(0.056) ( 0.059)

Fighting in Dublin -0.036
(0.024)

Rank and File -0.102∗∗

(0.024)

Age -0.003+

(0.002)

Left Early 0.0801
(0.068)

Observations 1,786 1,554
+p<0.1; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01
Notes: OLS regression with standard errors in parentheses. Outcome is binary, with a 1 indicating a
rebel fought from conflict onset through the Irish War of Independence.

3.5 Alternative Mechanism: Payment to Formerly Imprisoned

Rebels

It is important to briefly discuss an alternative mechanism that could have plausibly

mediated the relationship between imprisonment and the rates at which Irish rebels con-
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tinued fighting through the Irish War of Independence. Historical accounts suggest that

rebels’ choices may have been affected in part by the financial incentives they faced in the

aftermath of the Easter Rising. Many rebels lost their jobs through their participation in

the uprising. This generally occurred due to their long absence from work—either because

they were in prison or “on the run” attempting to elude British authorities—or being fired

due to their employer learning about their participation in the uprising. Note that this af-

fected both imprisoned and non-imprisoned rebels alike. Unlike in other conflicts where the

rebel organization provides for their combatants, members of the Irish Volunteers and Irish

Citizen Army were in practice volunteers. Thus, in the immediate aftermath of the Easter

Rising, Irish rebels who lost their employment had to find alternative ways to provide for

themselves.

This has two-fold implications. First, if rebels lose their jobs they either need to find

new ones or find alternative ways to finance their ability to continue fighting. This meant

that former combatants often had to move or begin work in new industries which we might

expect would reduce the likelihood that they would continue fighting in the conflict. Second,

if the rebel organization is able to provide financial support or security to their combatants,

this will increase the ability of their rebel pool to continue engaging in violent conflict. An

example of the ability of Irish rebel groups to smooth the release of their members who

were imprisoned, and the implications of this for rejoining the fight is clearly laid out in

the military pension for Edward Patrick Keogh, when he describes how the National Aid

Association helped provide him financial support after his release from prison.35 Keogh

states:

After my release from Frongoch in August 1916, the G.S.W.R. refused to re-
employ me in Inchicore works where I had been employed from 1912 to 1916. I
was in receipt of 15/- per week from the National Aid Association till the end of
November 1916, when I undertook temporary employment (procured for me by
the National Aid, to relieve burden on the Association) in the Co. Kilkenny I
returned at regular intervals to my unit and took part in drills and was available
for any military service if the occasion arose. I finally returned to Dublin the end

35See the military pension file MSP34REF1344 for Edward Patrick Keogh for the quote.
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of October 1918 when I transferred [sic] to “F” Coy. 4th Batt. Dublin Brigade.

This evidence suggests that we might expect the financial support provided to formerly

imprisoned Irish rebels to decrease the costs associated with continuing to fight, leading to

the empirical prediction that formerly imprisoned rebels should be more likely on average to

fight throughout the duration of the Irish War of Independence.36 It is simply not possible to

rule out this mechanism. Moreover, rebels did have to provide for themselves, which means

that financial considerations surely figured into rebels’ strategic calculation of whether to

continue fighting.

While imperfect, we can in part address the concern that these differential financial costs

associated with fighting are solely responsible for driving the results by conceptualizing the

dependent variable in a slightly different way. Rather than treat the outcome as fighting in

all periods after the Easter Rising, we can instead conceptualize it as fighting in any period

after the Easter Rising. This allows us to capture a situation where even if individuals faced a

short-run incentive to move for work, they can rejoin the fight once they secure employment

and remove this obstacle to participating in the conflict. All else equal, we would then

expect these individuals to rejoin the fight in subsequent periods, leading to the prediction

that we would expect to observe a null effect of imprisonment on fighting in any period of

the Irish War of Independence if this short-run financial constraint was solely responsible

for driving the results we observe.37 The results with the alternative dependent variable are

presented in Table 3.4 and are substantively similar to the main results presented in this

paper. While the results by no means rule out the argument that financial constraints could

have plausible mediated the effect of imprisonment on fighting rates, they do provide some

36This type of argument would be consistent with a large body of research across the fields of political
science highlights how rebels weigh the material costs and benefits of participating in violence relative to
those from staying out of the conflict (Berman et al. 2011; Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Dasgupta, Gawande,
and Kapur n.d.; Dube and Vargas 2013; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Humphreys and Weinstein 2008; Miguel,
Satyanath, and Sergenti 2004; Olson 2009).

37Interestingly, if a rebel loses their job after the participation in the Easter Rising, we might expect
them to attribute their financial difficulties to the actions of the government. This attribution could lead
to increasing anger, which we would then expect to make rebels more likely to continue participating in the
violent conflict. This dynamic would lead to the empirical prediction of an effect in the opposite direction
of what we observe.
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reassuring evidence that this mechanism is not solely responsible for driving the effects we

observe.

Table 3.4: Internment and Fighting in Any Period During the Irish War of Independence.
Examines the fighting rates of members of the Irish Volunteers and Irish Citizen Army.
Rebels that were interned fought in any period during the Irish War of Independence at
higher rates than those who were not interned.

Frac of Rebels Fighting Until Truce

Interned 0.095∗∗ 0.089∗∗

(0.020) (0.023)

Irish Citizen Army -0.060 -0.044
(0.039) (0.0436)

Under 18 0.189∗∗ 0.125∗

(0.047) ( 0.055)

Fighting in Dublin -0.011
(0.021)

Rank and File -0.106∗∗

(0.022)

Age -0.004∗∗

(0.001)

Left Early 0.029
(0.056)

Observations 1,786 1,554
+p<0.1; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01
Notes: OLS regression with standard errors in parentheses. Outcome is binary, with a 1 indicating a
rebel fought at conflict onset and in any period during the Irish War of Independence.

3.6 Considering External Validity: Sample Composition, the

Strength of Treatment, and the Control Group

Given the results presented in Section 3.4, an important question emerges: how should

we expect the findings from the imprisonment of rebels in early 20th century Ireland to travel

to the decision-making of imprisoned rebels in conflicts today? Answering this question has

concrete policy implications. If imprisonment always causes rebels to fight at higher rates,
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it raises questions about the utility of the strategy of imprisonment relative to the range

of potential counterinsurgency strategies available to governments. There are at least three

main factors shaping how we should think about the external validity of these findings.

First, we should consider the attributes of the combatant pool who could in principle

be imprisoned. Recall that individuals who fought in the 1916 Easter Rising comprise

only several thousand of the roughly 150,000 individuals who were in the Irish Volunteers

prior to World War 1. These individuals are among the 2% who decided to fight against the

British with odds overwhelmingly stacked against them. This suggests that we should expect

individuals who fought in the 1916 Easter Rising to already have relatively higher levels of

anger, and lower levels of trust, compared to individuals who chose not to participate in the

Easter Rising in 1916. In cases where individuals are imprisoned who had lower baseline

levels of anger and trust, we would only expect the effect of imprisonment to be larger.

Substantively, this would mean that the effects presented in this paper are smaller than we

might expect in circumstances where a broader swathe of individuals are imprisoned.

Second, the substance of imprisonment can vary dramatically both within and across

violent conflicts. In some cases, we might expect the experience of rebel prisoners to be

more extreme than the experiences of Irish rebels in Frongoch; in other cases we might

expect the conditions to be less extreme. For example, the conditions in the Frongoch

internment camp holding Irish rebels in 1916 undoubtedly differ from the conditions in

Guantanamo Bay. When researchers are considering how, and to what extent, we should

expect the findings from this paper to apply to other cases, it is thus crucial to think about

how the experiences of prisoners might differ relative to individuals in other prisons. Are

those imprisoned more likely to be exposed to anger inducing experiences at higher rates?

Are those imprisoned more likely to be exposed to trust reducing experiences at higher rates?

While answering these questions definitively is outside the scope of the current paper, it does

beg for further research providing descriptive information on the substantive differences of

captured rebels in different types of prisons, and how these differences go on to shape the

choices they make after they are released.
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Third, it is essential for analysts to consider the counterfactual for a given rebel had

they not been imprisoned. Rebel lives do not simply stop when they evade capture. In the

case of participants in the 1916 Easter Rising, individual rebels generally returned home

or went on the run. This is quite different than in other conflicts where individuals might

have continued fighting or engaging in combat. This importantly means that when we

want to think about the “effects of imprisonment” we must always carefully consider the

effects of imprisonment relative to some reference category. This reference category can in

some cases have different types of experiences embedded in it which we might expect to

make rebels on average more likely to continue fighting relative to individuals who were

imprisoned. This counterfactual problem once again begs for further research seeking to

provide more descriptive information on the substantive differences in the lives of rebels

outside of prison, and how these differences go on to shape the choices they make as the

conflict unfolds. While I do this in part in subsequent chapters of the dissertation, further

research can directly explore the full range of substantive differences across a wider range of

violent conflicts.

3.7 Conclusion

The chapter contributes to a burgeoning strain of research on how governments wage

counterinsurgency campaigns, by providing evidence consistent with the idea that govern-

ment actions can make rebels on average more likely to continue fighting. Using the case of

the imprisonment of members of Irish rebel organizations who fought in the Easter Rising,

the chapter presented an argument for how the experience of imprisonment increased anger

toward, and decreased trust in, the British adversary. Increasing anger increases the value

individual rebels place on defeating the government outright, making them on average more

likely to continue fighting as the conflict unfolds. Decreasing trust makes rebels less likely

to think that the government will credibly abide by the terms of any deals that are struck.

This decreases the incentives to return to civilian life, pursue the goals of the organiza-
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tion through non-violent channels, and accept compromise peace settlements, meaning that

rebels with lower levels of trust in the government are more likely to continue fighting as

the conflict unfolds.

Importantly, rebels’ experiences thus endogenously shape the types of rebels who are

most likely to fight until the end. This means that in order to empirically assess how rebels’

life experiences combine to affect the likelihood they accept or reject compromise peace

settlements, we need a way to theoretically and empirically connect multiple individual-

level experiences over time. For example, recall that Rory O’Connor was a member of the

Irish Volunteers, was born in Dublin, was a member of the Irish Republican Brotherhood,38

was wounded by a sniper during the Easter Rising, and unlike many of his fellow Easter

Rising participants, evaded capture after the Easter Rising. Each of these experiences could

have, in principle, affected O’Connor’s perceptions of the British and the financial incentives

he faced as the conflict unfolded. Better understanding how experiences aggregate over

time, and how this aggregation shapes the decision of whether to accept compromise peace

settlements, is the challenge I turn to in the chapters that follow.

38For a comprehensive overview of the development of the Irish Republican Brotherhood, see McGee
(2005).
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4 | Rebel Experiences and the Decision to Reject
Peace

The Irish War of Independence—a largely guerrilla rebellion characterized by a steady

stream of assassinations of British policemen and counterintelligence officers—gripped Ire-

land from 1919-1921.1 The constant killings, combined with a successful publicity campaign

launched by the Irish rebels, forced the British to enter negotiations by mid 1921. After

months of negotiations, a proposed peace settlement was on the table. With this proposed

peace settlement, British Prime Minister Lloyd George gave a grave ultimatum to the Irish

representatives: sign the treaty or face an “immediate and terrible war.” The Irish rebel

representative acquiesced, and the Anglo Irish Treaty was thus signed on December 6, 1921.

This decision to sign was as divisive as it was momentous. By June of 1922 a bloody civil

war engulfed the once united Irish rebel forces. Rather than fighting the British, the splinter

Anti-Treaty faction was now fighting against their former comrades comprising the newly

formed Irish Free State. Countless tragedies ensued. The Irish Free State authorized the

executions of 77 members of Anti-Treaty forces—over three times the number of individuals

executed by the British during the Irish War of Independence.2 Prominent leaders, such as

the iconic Michael Collins, were assassinated. Families were divided; James Conroy Senior

and his son James Patrick Conroy fought on opposite sides in the Civil War, with the

son allegedly threatening to kill his father due to his Anti-Treaty activities.3 The familial

1For an overview of the intelligence operations of Michael Collins and the famous assassination squad he
ran, see Dwyer (2005).

2For a broader discussions of the use of executions in the Irish Civil War, see Ferriter (2015).

3When discussing James Conroy Senior’s service throughout the Irish Civil War, Frank Henderson stated
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divisions exemplified by the Conroys was mirrored by brothers such as Gearoid and Tadg

O’Sullivan, and Sean and Tom Hales, who likewise fought on opposite sides in the Civil War

(Hart 1999, 265).

The controversy and tragedy characterizing the Irish Civil War led to it becoming a

taboo subject throughout Ireland for much of the last 100 years.4 It is still contentious

today. Parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents were combatants. Family members

fought and died in defense of, or opposition to, the treaty. The wounds opened during the

Civil War, where brother was pit against brother,5 remained raw for long after the formal

end of the conflict in May of 1923.

Despite this longstanding taboo, the Anglo-Irish Treaty and Irish Civil War are pivotal to

the politics of modern Ireland and Northern Ireland. Perhaps most prominently, the border

codified in the terms of the Anglo-Irish Treaty dividing Ireland into the twenty six counties

comprising the Republic of Ireland and the six counties forming Northern Ireland still ex-

ists. This division, and the fate of Northern Ireland, was the central driving force behind

the violent and tumultuous period known as “The Troubles” that gripped Northern Ireland

from 1968-1998. Republican forces, such as the Provisional Irish Republican Army and Irish

National Liberation Army, fought with the goal of uniting the six counties of Northern Ire-

land with the Republic of Ireland.6 They were opposed by both British military forces and

that “[t]he son threatened to murder him. He brought a crowd to his house and threatened to murder him.”
For more on the service of James Conroy Senior and the full statement from Frank Henderson, see the
military pension file for James Conroy Senior (MSP34REF743).

4Indeed, there was a taboo on academic research on the topic that was broken by
the historian Michael Hopkinson in his fantastic book titled Green Against Green. For
a discussion of the taboo, see https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/
michael-hopkinson-historian-who-cast-light-on-the-irish-revolutionary-decade-1.2793596.

5These familial divisions lend themselves the title of Laim Deasy’s moving account of the Irish Civil War
entitled Brother Against Brother (Deasy 1982).

6The Provisional Irish Republican Army directly traced their roots back to the original Irish Volunteers
and the subsequent Anti-Treaty forces. Indeed, in a public statement in December 1969 at the onset of the
Troubles, the Provisional Army Council declared their “allegiance to the thirty-two-county Irish republic,
proclaimed at Easter 1916, established by the first Dáil Éireann in 1919, overthrown by forces of arms in
1922 and suppressed to this day by the existing British-imposed six-county and twenty-six county partition
states” (English 2004, 106). The Provisional IRA’s justification for fighting, couched in the history of the
Irish Volunteers and the Anglo-Irish Treaty, are still being used by modern Republican organizations in
Northern Ireland such as the New IRA.
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loyalist groups such as the Ulster Defense Association and Ulster Volunteer Force, fighting

for Northern Ireland to remain part of the United Kingdom. While The Troubles formally

ended with the signing of the Good Friday Agreement in 1998, the legacies of this conflict

are ubiquitous throughout Northern Ireland. Former combatants are now politicians7 and

dividing walls between Catholic and Protestant communities are only beginning to be dis-

mantled.8 The peace is fragile. With the United Kingdom’s recent vote on Brexit, a core

challenge is how to handle the porous border between Northern Ireland and Ireland. Those

studying violent Republicanism are concerned that hardening the border between North and

South could lead to a resurgence of the militancy that plagued Northern Ireland throughout

the mid to late 20th century.9

Within Ireland, Fine Gael and Fianna Fáil, the two most prominent political parties

in Irish politics, are direct descendants of the Pro- and Anti-Treaty sides in the Irish Civil

War.10 Journalists attribute the divisions in contemporary Irish politics to the historical

origins of these parties, arguing that “[t]here is a cultural and even social divide between

many of the activists on both sides, which is firmly buttressed by family traditions going

back to the Civil War.”11 The political roots of modern Ireland can be traced back to the

fateful decisions of individual rebels about whether to accept the Anglo-Irish Treaty. What

then explains why rebels once united in the struggle for Irish Independence disagreed about

7Gerry Adams, a former member of the Provisional Irish Republican Army, and Billy Hutchinson, a
former member of the Ulster Volunteer Force, represent just two of numerous examples.

8For recent news on the removal of walls and the politics sur-
rounding it, see http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/news-analysis/
physical-walls-are-coming-down-in-northern-ireland-now-dismantle-the-walls-in-childrens-minds-34964779.
html.

9See, for example, https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/apr/23/
northern-ireland-brexit-border-old-wounds-troubles.

10Fine Gael claims roots back to the 1916 Easter Rising through Michael Collins and WT Cosgrave, both of
whom would go on to serve as prominent individuals on the Pro-Treaty side fighting for the Irish Free State.
Cosgrave and his supporters formed the forefather party to Fine Gael, known as Cumann na nGaedheal, in
the direct aftermath of the Irish Civil War as they began the process of governing. By contrast, Fianna Fáil
descends from the Anti-Treaty side, and was formed by the prominent Anti-Treaty leader Éamon de Valera
in 1926, who split from Sinn Féin over the issue of abstentionism.

11https://www.irishtimes.com/news/politics/there-s-a-world-of-difference-between-fianna-f%
C3%A1il-and-fine-gael-1.2554790.
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whether to accept the Anglo-Irish Treaty?

I argue that two distinct classes of experiences shaped the likelihood rebels would reject

the Anglo-Irish Treaty. These are (1) the sum of rebels’ life experiences up until an offer of

peace was on the table, and (2) the influences of their fellow rebels once peace was offered.

Prior experiences—which include interactions with the government as well as fellow rebels,

parents, teachers, and friends—shaped rebels’ prior beliefs about the trustworthiness of

the government adversary and their anger toward the adversary. Some experiences might

decrease trust and increase anger toward the adversary, while other experiences will do

the opposite. Each of these classes of experiences can occur before or after rebels decide

to participate in the conflict. Once an offer of peace is on the table, rebels’ commanding

officers seek to persuade them to accept or reject the peace settlement. Commanding officers

in favor of the settlement appeal to the expected utility of the deal, highlighting the low

probability of victory and benefits of the settlement. Commanding officers opposed to the

deal highlight the past actions of the adversary as a means of priming rebels’ anger, and

increasing the salience of the untrustworthiness of the adversary.

I once again apply the argument to the case of Ireland, showing that rebels who had more

extensive socialization into the Irish rebel forces and were imprisoned were on average more

likely to reject the Anglo-Irish Treaty. When comparing among the group of individuals

who fought at conflict onset, rebels who were socialized in to the Irish rebel forces were on

average 4.8 percentage points more likely to reject the settlement, while rebels who were

imprisoned were on average 5.3 percentage points more likely to reject the settlement. I then

demonstrate that rebels’ whose commanding officers rejected the treaty were on average more

likely to reject the peace settlement. This pair of findings demonstrate how rebels’ prior

beliefs based on their experiences, paired with the persuasive influences of their commanding

officers, combine to shape the likelihood rebels rejected the Anglo-Irish Treaty.
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4.1 How Experiences Shape Rebels’ Priors About the Gov-

ernment

The theoretical argument presented in Chapter 2 suggests that we should focus on rebels

who have the highest levels of anger and lowest trust at the time an offer of peace is on the

table. These will be the individuals most unlikely to be willing to compromise. While this

is a helpful starting point from a theoretical perspective, these are of course mechanisms

inside the minds of rebels. This makes them impossible to observe directly. The task at

hand is then to consider the sets of experiences we have theoretical reasons to expect will

have the largest effects on rebels’ levels of anger and trust.

In this chapter I synthesize a rich body of historical research and first hand accounts of

Irish rebels to focus on two distinct classes of experiences that occurred prior to an offer of

peace being on the table. These are (1) rebel socialization, and (2) rebel imprisonment. I

now turn to discussing each of these two of these experiences before turning to discussing

the aggregate implications for how rebel group levels of anger and trust changes as conflicts

unfold by shaping which rebels decide to fight until the end. I then turn to discussing how

the persuasion of commanding officers affects rebels’ choices once an offer of peace is on the

table, among the group of rebels who decided to fight until the end.

4.1.1 Socialization

How do individuals become involved in the organizations for which they are fighting

in the first place? Prior research throughout conflict and political violence highlights a

range of ways in which individuals become involved in, and taught the central tenets, of

the organizations for which they are fighting (Abuza 2006; Hamm 2013; Horgan et al. 2016;

Kenney 2007; Sheikh et al. 2012; Singer 2006; Turk 2004). For many militants and rebels,

this process starts at a young age as they are socialized by their parents, through schools,12 or

12One of the most prominent contemporary examples of this is education through madrassas. See, for
example, Abuza (2006).
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youth organizations that are often affiliated with the militant groups these young individuals

will subsequently join. Within the case of historical Ireland, there were at least three main

formal organizations responsible for socializing rebels before conflict onset.

The first formal organization was the Irish Republican Brotherhood (IRB), a secret

society founded in Dublin dating back to 1858 which aimed to establish an independent and

democratic republic in Ireland (McGee 2005). Throughout the 19th and early 20th century,

the IRB promoted the ideas of separatism and republicanism among their membership.

The second formal organization was known as Na Fianna Éireann. Fianna Éireann was a

militant youth organization that regularly engaged in drilling, military training, and learning

the Irish language and history; much of this education focused on the history of battles and

insurrections (Hay 2008, 58). The youth organization became a feeding ground for both

the IRB and Irish Volunteers, with Patrick Pearse writing that “it is from the ranks of the

Fianna that the Volunteers must be recruited” (Hay 2008, 63). In 1913, the IRB worked

in secret through the vehicle of the Gaelic League to propose that a body of volunteers be

formed in parallel opposition to the Ulster Volunteer Force.13 This gave rise to the third

formal organization, known as the Irish Volunteers, which was founded on December 25,

1913 at a meeting at the Rotunda Hall in Dublin.

How then, should we expect membership in these organizations to affect the decision

to accept or reject the Anglo-Irish Treaty? A central attribute of the experience of social-

ization into the Irish rebel organizations was learning about the past actions of the British

adversary. In the Fianna Handbook, a guidebook for the youth organization Fianna Éireann,

Countess De Markievicz writes that “Through the long black record of England’s tyranny

and oppression, empire building and robbery, many names stand out of noble souls whose

lives were given in a passionate protest against their country’s wrongs.” In this quote, De

Markievicz describes the British as “robbers” as a means to socialize youth and children into

being willing to give their lives for Ireland

13As discussed in Chapter 3, the Ulster Volunteer Force was formed in opposition to the proposed devo-
lution of powers to Dublin.
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The Irish Volunteers likewise drilled regularly, and also established a newspaper called

the Irish Volunteer which disseminated pro-Irish propaganda and was intended to inspire

nationalist attitudes among its readership.14 An article in the Irish Volunteer, written by an

Irish Volunteer named Herbert Moore15 exemplifies the sentiment and socialization rampant

at the time. Moore writes: “It was my habit to implore my fellow-members of the United

Irish League to distrust the Saxon for ever, and to avoid the exhibition of a touching faith in

Mr. Asquith and his friends.”16 Or, consider Eoin Mac Neill writing on December 5, 1914,

stating that “Trust yourselves, Irishmen. If you are asked to trust British politicians, excuse

yourselves from being fools.” Recruits into the Irish Republican Brotherhood were likewise

introduced to writing that was radical or nationalist in nature (Coogan 2002).

I argue that we should expect these socialization experiences to affect rebels’ baseline lev-

els of anger and trust before the conflict begins. For example, learning about the “long black

record of England’s tyranny and oppression” increases anger among those who learn about

these past British actions while being socialized in to the rebel forces. This increases the

value rebels place on defeating the government adversary before conflicts begin. Likewise,

reading and hearing stories about how the British are untrustworthy shapes rebel combat-

ants’ levels of trust before the conflict begins. This means that, at conflict onset, we have a

group of rebels who vary in their levels of anger and trust, and this variation is driven by

their experiences interacting with fellow rebels and government forces before conflict onset.

All else equal, rebels who undergo more extensive socialization will have higher levels of

anger, and lower levels of trust, making them on average more likely on average to reject

14For a description and searchable version of the Irish Volunteer, see http://www.militaryarchives.ie/
ie/bailiuchain/bailiuchain-idirlin/the-irish-volunteer-1914-1916.

15Herbert Moore appears in the Irish Volunteer under the pseudonym A. Newman. Moore adopted this
name after developing liberal sympathies, joining the United Irish League, and converting to Catholicism.
For more information, see https://www.historyireland.com/20th-century-contemporary-history/
from-the-files-of-the-dib-the-man-with-thirty-lives/.

16Moore goes on to write that “Distrust, even in recent days, has been more than justified. When James
the first adopted the policy of Machiavelli, in which that master of statescraft advised plantation as the
cheapest and safest way of holding a foreign country, the English have held Ireland, and have considered
the Irish as a subject people.” This was published in the “Supplement to the Irish Volunteer” on Saturday,
March 20th, 1915.
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compromise peace settlements.

4.1.2 Imprisonment

Recall that as discussed in Chapter 3, historical accounts document how rebels’ levels

of anger and trust changed as a result of their experiences been held in interment camps

following their participation in the 1916 Easter Rising. The Irish rebels and their British

captors were in constant conflict due to the British attempts to conscript Irish prisoners to

fight in World War I (Brennan-Whitmore 2013, 82–83). The Irish rebels complained about

the overall poor quality of the prisons and rations. Historical accounts also highlight how

the actions of British prison officials reduced trust among the Irish rebels. The bulk of these

accounts focuses on how, in the eyes of the Irish internees, the British reneged on their initial

commitment to treat the captured rebels as prisoners of war (Brennan-Whitmore 2013, 12).

As argued throughout this dissertation, people who feel anger toward another feel a need

to correct the perceived wrongdoing, which leads to a behavioral tendency to confront, and at

times, kill, or attack the individual deemed responsible for generating the anger (Berkowitz

1993; Mackie, Devos, and Smith 2000; Roseman, Wiest, and Swartz 1994). Rebels thus

derive individual-level benefits from continuing the violence. When rebels are weighing the

costs and benefits of continuing to fight relative to returning to civilian life and thus ceasing

to participate in violent conflict, rebels with higher levels of anger will place higher value on

engaging in the behavior that will allow them to continue fighting against the government

adversary. Similarly, as rebels’ trust is decreasing, their willingness to accept government

offers at all stages of the conflict are likewise decreasing. At the final stage of the conflict

rebels are weighing the costs and benefits of accepting a proposed peace settlement. Rebels

must trust that the government will abide by the terms of the deal if they expect to accrue

any of the benefits laid out in it. This decreases individual expectations of these net benefits,

which means that individual rebels with lower levels of trust in the adversary are more likely

on average to reject settlements.
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4.1.3 The End Result: A Body of Irish Rebels With Extreme Priors

The previous two subsections argue that we should expect rebels who are socialized into

rebel organizations and imprisoned to be on average more likely to reject peace settlements.

In the previous chapter I showed that rebels who undergo these same experiences are on

average more likely to continue fighting as conflict unfolds. When considering how we

should expect experiences to shape rebels’ choices, we must thus take both implications into

account. This is because it highlights the fact that rebel group composition—in terms of

the distribution of rebels who decide to continue fighting—changes over time.

This process of selection yields an important insight: as conflicts unfold, the distribution

of rebels’ values for defeating the government and beliefs that the government will credibly

abide by the terms of any deals that are struck will become increasingly concentrated at ex-

treme values. The implication of this is that at some point, using rebel extremism to explain

who rejects peace settlements—insofar as we conceptualize extremism as an individual-level

attribute—will becoming decreasingly useful when comparing among the body of rebels

who decide to continue fighting since the rebels who decide to fight until the end are among

the most extreme. Indeed, in the case of historical Ireland, some of the rebel leaders in

favor of accepting the peace settlement were those who were perceived to be among the

most extreme throughout the duration of the conflict. Consider Michael Collins, one of the

most prominent and vocal supporters of the 1921 Anglo-Irish Treaty. Throughout the Irish

War of Independence Collins was persistently pushing for more violence, even running a

counter-intelligence assassination team originally known as the “Twelve Apostles.”

Commandant Sean Mackeon, another prominent members of the Irish Republican Army,

likewise directly references the extremism of individuals both accepting and rejecting the

Anglo-Irish Treaty. In making his argument in favor of the peace settlement, Mackeon states

that “It may seem rather peculiar that one like me who is regarded as an extremist should

take this step.” Both Collins and Mackean, had relatively extreme sets of life experiences,

and decided to fight from the beginning of the conflict until the end. As violent intrastate
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conflicts unfold, rebel extremists are more likely to continue fighting up until an offer of

peace is on the table. The end result of this selection process is a rebel body comprised

of individuals who are relatively extreme in terms of both their prior beliefs about the

government, and also the strength with which they hold these priors. Rebels who decide to

fight from conflict onset through the time an offer of peace is on the table will place a high

value on defeating the government, and also think the government is of the type who will

be likely to renege on any deals that are struck. Importantly, since at the final stages of

conflict rebels will be on average more likely to hold similar values for each of these factors,

their salience is decreasing for explaining differences between rebels at this final stage.

4.2 How Persuasion Shapes Who Rejects Peace Settlements

In this environment fraught with uncertainty, rebel commanding officers sought to change

fellow rebels’ minds about the expected value of the settlement by highlighting different

types of information framing information about the treaty in different ways. Historical

accounts provide widespread documentation that commanding officers played a central role

in persuading the rank and file to accept or reject the Anglo-Irish Treaty (Kissane 2005).

For example, a historical analysis of rebels in Connacht—a province in the west of Ireland—

suggests that the influence of local IRA commanders played a central role in shaping the

attitudes of Irish rebels. The rank and file within the First Western Division followed

Commandant Michael Brennan to go pro-treaty, while the Second Western Division under

the leadership of Tom Maguire went anti-Treaty (O’Gadhro 1999, 13). Marie Coleman

argues that an important reason there was relatively little violence in Longford during the

Irish Civil War was due to the decision of Sean MacEoin to support the Treaty (Coleman

2003, 167).17 By contrast, spikes in violence during the Irish Civil War in Wexford are

attributed to the fact that the north Wexford and South Wicklow brigade were in favor of

the Treaty while the south Wexford brigade was against it (Mac Suain 1995). Once again,

17Coleman goes on to highlight how part of MacEoin’s decision was in part shaped by his close links with
Michael Collins.
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historians highlight how these brigade-level choices were shaped by the decisions of the local

IRA commandants (Kissane 2005, 4).

How then did IRA commanders seek to persuade their fellow rebels? Many of the debates

surrounding the Anglo-Irish Treaty centered around rebels’ seeking to persuade one another

about the expected value of the settlement. Those opposed to the settlement argued that the

expected utility of the settlement was low. Two factors drove this assessment. First, rebels

argued that the British could not be trusted to abide by the terms of the deal. Second, rebels

argued that the fact that the deal would force Ireland to keep operating under the control of

the Britain was unacceptable. In the eyes of the anti-treaty rebels, this simple fact decreased

the perceived value of the settlement. By contrast, those in favor of the settlement argued

that the expected utility of the settlement was high. External constraints on the British

made it likely that they would abide by its terms. These rebels likewise highlighted that the

deal on the table is the best that the rebels could expect to get, and was a “stepping stone”

toward full independence. This increased the perceived value of the settlement. I now turn

to the historical records documenting the contours of these debates.

4.2.1 How Rebel Commanders Persuade to Accept the Settlement

Arguments in favor of the settlement commonly centered around two main themes. First,

those in favor of the settlement argued that the expected utility of the settlement was high.

These accounts commonly highlighted that the deal was the best possible settlement that

the Irish rebels could possibly achieve. For example, in a statement to the Dail debating the

settlement, Sean Mackeon stated that “This Treaty brings the freedom that is necessary, it

brings the freedom that we all were ready to die for, that is, that Ireland be allowed to develop

her own life in her own way, without any interference from any other Government whether

English or otherwise.” Kevin O’Higgins, the future Minister of Justice in the Irish Free State,

likewise highlighted that the deal was the best the Irish rebels could possibly do. In doing

so, he made explicit reference to how the rebels must balance off what they currently have

on the table compared with the prospects of being able to obtain more. O’Higgins expresses
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this sentiment in the Treaty debates, arguing that “The men we selected were well qualified

to judge our position and prospects. We would do well to scrutinise carefully the document

they have produced, not so much in relation to the inscriptions on our battle standards, but

rather in relation to our prospects of achieving more.” In making this statement, O’Higgins

is attempting to persuade his fellow rebels that the offer on the table, while imperfect, it

gives the rebels much of what they sought out to obtain and thus should be valued highly.

Second, rebels directly addressed a core critique of the settlement: that the British would

renege and they might not actually obtain the benefits spelled out through the deal. Arthur

Griffith, arguing in favor of the treaty, expresses this commonly voiced concern of those

opposed to the Treaty, noting that “Various different methods of attack on this Treaty have

been made. One of them was they did not mean to keep it.” Griffith’s statement notes how

a core difference among rebels who have been fighting together throughout the entirety of

the conflict rests upon their beliefs about what the British will do in the future.

Griffith goes on to note that, unlike rebels opposed to the settlement “we think they

do mean to keep it if we keep it.” Importantly, the logic for why rebels in favor of the

settlement thought the British would abide by its terms centered around the incentives

faced by the British. Griffith highlights the costs the British would pay in the international

arena by reneging stating that “They are pledged now before the world, pledged by their

signature, and if they depart from it they will be disgraced and we will be stronger in the

world’s eyes than we are today.” Michael Collins makes a similar argument in support of

the settlement, noting that Ireland would have a similar “constitutional status” as Canada

and South Africa which would constrain England’s ability to renege on the settlement in the

future. Collins states this explicitly, arguing that “England dare not interfere with Canada.

Any attempt to interfere with us would be even more difficult in consequence of the reference

to the ‘constitutional status’ of Canada and South Africa. They are, in effect, introduced

as guarantors of our freedom, which makes us stronger than if we stood alone.” This line of

argumentation commonly centered around the constraints faced by the British rather than

their “type” (i.e., whether they are trustworthy or not).
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Given the uncertainty that rebels have about how to evaluate the proposed peace set-

tlement, we can expect the two classes of arguments presented above to change the ways

rebels think in two distinct ways. First, highlighted the pros of the settlement can increase

rebels perceptions of its value. This means that when rebels are weighing the costs and

benefits of accepting or rejecting a proposed settlement, this increasing value means that

we should expect rebels exposed to this type of argument to be on average more likely to

accept. Second, highlighting constraints on Britain’s ability to renege will increase rebels’

expectations that they will actually obtain the benefits spelled out through the deal. This

will again make rebels on average more likely to accept the peace settlement.

4.2.2 How Rebel Commanders Persuade to Reject the Settlement

Arguments in opposition to the settlement again focused on two main themes. In contrast

to the arguments in favor of the settlement, those opposed sought to persuade their fellow

rebels that the expected value of the settlement was low. Rebels opposed to the settlement

commonly highlighted the fact that the deal would force Ireland to keep operating under

the control of the British. This was unacceptable due to the long history of sacrifices and

negative experiences the rebels had gone through in their fight for Irish Independence. Austin

Stack, arguing against the treaty, states this poignantly: “Now I ask you has any man here

the idea in his head, has any man here the hardihood to stand up and say that it was for

this our fathers have suffered, that it was for this our comrades have died on the field and

in the barrack yard. . . If you don’t believe it in your hearts vote against it.” Count Plunkett

similarly states that “I am not going, whatever the threat of war or any other device, to

abandon the cause to which I have devoted my life. I am faithful to my oath. I am faithful

to the dead. I am faithful to my own boys, one of whom died for Ireland with his back to

the wall and the other two who were sentenced to death.”

Aside from highlighting the historical actions of the British in an effort to increase rebels’

anger, rebels also emphasized how they did not believe they could trust the British govern-

ment to abide by the terms of the settlement. Rebels explicitly highlight the commitment
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problem commonly emphasized in academic research explaining why intrastate conflicts are

so difficult to resolve (Walter 1997, 2002). Erskine Childers, puts this poignantly arguing in

opposition to the treaty, stating “Do you really suppose if British troops are evacuated from

the country in a short period, there is anything to prevent them returning under full legal

power?” Sean Moylan makes a similar point, arguing that “This Treaty is a sham. Take

the wrapping from it and what do you find? A weapon fashioned, not to exterminate, but

to consolidate British interests in Ireland.” Countess Markievicz puts the point even more

bluntly, stating “The English come to you to-day offering you great gifts; I tell you this,

those gifts are not genuine. I tell you, you will come out of this a defeated nation. No one

ever got the benefits of the promises the English made them.” In short, the rebels are forced

to trust that the British will abide by the terms of the settlement, and many opposed to the

settlement did not think they would be willing to do so.

These statements are important for two reasons. First, they highlight how rebels’ prior

experiences—having parents, sons, and comrades who have died fighting for Ireland—shape

their decision-making. These experiences increase rebels’ hostility toward the adversary, in

turn making them less likely to compromise. Second, they highlight how rebels call upon

these experiences as a means of persuading their fellow rebels. Austin Stack’s statement

about the suffering rebels’ fathers and comrades is directed explicitly at his peers. In doing

so, Stack is attempting to increase the salience of rebels’ grievances against the adversary,

in turn decreasing the likelihood they will be willing to compromise. Similarly, MacSweeney

and her fellow rebels opposed to the settlement are attempting to persuade other rebels

to reject the peace settlement. However, rather than attempting to reduce the perceived

value of the settlement by highlighting rebels’ past grievances against the adversary, they

instead attempt to decrease perceptions that the British are trustworthy. This decreasing

trustworthiness reduces the likelihood that the Irish rebels will actually obtain the benefits

spelled out through the deal, in turn making them on average more likely to reject the treaty.
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4.3 Data

In this chapter I again leverage the Military Pension Collection introduced in Chapter

3 to collect information about rebels’ background information and which side, if any, they

fought on during the Irish Civil War.

4.3.1 Measuring the Dependent Variable

The pension applications occurred in two main waves. The wave applicants applied

under in was in part determined by the side they fought on during the Irish Civil War.18 I

use the military service certificates provided in the pension applications to deduce whether

individuals accepted or rejected the 1921 Anglo-Irish Treaty. I consider those who rejected

the Anglo-Irish Treaty as those who fought on the Anti-Treaty side during the Irish Civil

War. By contrast, those who accepted the Anglo-Irish Treaty are those who either (1) fought

on the Pro-Treaty side during the Irish Civil War, or (2) those who remained neutral and

did not fight during the Irish Civil War.

The first wave of pension applications occurred in 1924. Only individuals who fought

in the National Forces in the Irish Civil War, and were those on the Pro Treaty side, were

eligible to apply. This first pension wave thus excluded all individuals who may have fought

in the Easter Rising in 1916 and all other periods of the conflict but either selected out of

the conflict or fought on the anti-treaty side in the Irish Civil War. The second pension

wave occurred in 1934, and all individuals who participated at any point in the conflict were

now eligible to apply. We can thus use information about (1) the pension wave applicants

applied under, and (2) whether individuals claim to have fought in specific periods to deduce

whether any particular rebel accepted or rejected the Anglo-Irish Treaty.

Individuals who accepted the Anglo-Irish Treaty will be comprised of two distinct groups

of individuals. The first group entails individuals who fought on the Pro-Treaty side in the

18There were additional opportunities for individuals to both apply for, and appeal earlier pension deci-
sions, though the overwhelming majority of individuals that participated in the conflict were approved in
the 1924 and 1934 rounds.
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Irish Civil War. These individuals will (1) have filed an application under the 1924 pension

wave, and (2) will have claimed to fight in Period 9 or 10 in their Military Service Certificate.

The relevant columns are bolded in the example Military Service Certificate presented in

Table 4.1. Note that by the way the 1924 pension system was setup, these individuals

will necessarily have fought on the Pro-Treaty side in the Irish Civil War since this was a

requirement for receiving a pension in this initial wave. The second group entails individuals

who did not fight in the Irish Civil War. These individuals will (1) have filed an application

under the 1934 pension wave, and (2) will not have claimed to fight in Period 9 or 10 in

their Military Service Certificate. For individuals in my sample of Easter Rising participants,

these individuals fought at conflict onset, and then decided to stop fighting either when the

Irish Civil War began or at some previous period in the conflict.

Individuals who rejected the Anglo-Irish Treaty will (1) have filed an application under

the 1934 pension wave, and (2) will claim to have fought in Periods 9 or 10 in their Military

Service Certificate. The relevant rows where this information is recorded, and thus collected,

is visually depicted in Table 4.1. If a rebel claims to have fought in either of these periods,

I code them as having fought on the Anti-Treaty side in the Irish Civil War.

These three potential variations, and whether they imply an individual fought on the

Pro or Anti-Treaty side during the Irish Civil War is depicted in Table 4.2. The process of

going through each Military Service Certificate thus results in a new variable for whether

an individual rejected the 1921 Anglo-Irish Treaty. This variable will take the value of 1 if

they reject the treaty, and a 0 otherwise.

4.3.2 Measuring Rebel Socialization

In the case of Ireland, there are at least four distinct ways that rebels were socialized into

violent Republicanism. These are (1) as members of the Irish rebel youth organization known

as Fianna Éireann, (2) through rebels’ involvement in the Irish Republican Brotherhood,

(3) through rebels involvement in the Irish rebel organizations themselves prior to conflict

onset, and (4) through parents and local communities before rebels had any involvement
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Table 4.1: Example of a 1934 Military Pension Service Certificate. The first column denotes
the time period for which individuals could plausibly fighting between the beginning of the
Easter Rising and end of the Irish Civil War. The second column denotes the organization
for which they could have plausibly claimed service. The final column denotes the fraction
of the period for which the military pension board approved the individual as being engaged
in “active service.” Information on whether rebels fought on the Anti-Treaty side in the Irish
Civil War is collected from rows 9 and 10.

Time Period Organization Claimed Active Service Approved

Easter Week 1916 Irish Volunteers Entire Period

April 1, 1916 – March 31, 1917 Irish Volunteers 343/358

April 1, 1917 – March 31, 1918 Irish Volunteers 1/4

April 1, 1918 – March 31, 1919 Irish Volunteers None

April 1, 1919 – March 31, 1920 Oglaigh na-hEireann None

April 1, 1920 – March 31, 1921 Oglaigh na-hEireann 1/12

April 1, 1921 – July 11, 1921 Oglaigh na-hEireann 1/2

July 12, 1921 – June 30, 1922 Oglaigh na-hEireann 1/6

July 1, 1922 – March 31, 1923 Oglaigh na-hEireann 2/9

April 1, 1923 – September 30, 1923 Oglaigh na-hEireann None
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Table 4.2: Summary of how I coded whether an individual accepted or rejected the Anglo-
Irish Treaty. The second column denotes that if an individual (1) applied under the 1924
pension wave, and (2) claimed to have fought in the National Forces, they are coded as
being on the Pro-Treaty side. Likewise, if an individual (1) applied under the 1934 pension
wave, and (2) did not claim to fight in Periods 9 and 10, they are coded as being on the
Pro-Treaty side. By contrast, if an individual (1) applied under the 1934 pension wave, and
(2) claimed to have fought in the Irish Republican Army, they are coded as being on the
Anti-Treaty side.

Accepted Treaty Rejected Treaty︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷ ︸︸ ︷
Time Period 1924 Org Claimed 1934 Org Claimed 1934 Org Claimed

Civil War Period 1 Oglaigh na-hEireann None Oglaigh na-hEireann

Civil War Period 2 Oglaigh na-hEireann None Oglaigh na-hEireann

with the formal organizations.

I am able to measure 1-3 directly. I do so in two steps. First, I measure whether

individuals claim membership in either Fianna Éireann or the Irish Republican Brotherhood

by reading the background of rebels provided through the military pension applications.

Second, I measure when individuals claimed to join the Irish rebel forces. If individuals

claim to have joined in 1913 or 1914 at conflict onset, I treat this as a measure of early

socialization.

4.3.3 Measuring Imprisonment Status

As discussed in Chapter 2, I measure rebels’ imprisonment status by whether rebels were

interned after the Easter Rising. I collect this information from two main places. The first

place is in the sworn statements of individuals. In these sworn statements, rebels commonly

provide detailed information on their involvement in the Easter Rising and whether they

were arrested and interned after the Rising. For individuals for whom a sworn statement

is not on file, the information is then sought in the statements made by the applicant’s

references about the applicant’s services rendered throughout the conflict. This process
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results in a variable for whether rebels were imprisoned following the Easter Rising, taking

on the value of 1 if so, and a 0 otherwise.

4.3.4 Measuring Whether a Commanding Officer Went Anti-Treaty

There are three main steps involved in measuring whether a rebels’ commanding officer

rejected the Anglo-Irish Treaty. The first step entails figuring out each rebel’s commanding

officers. I do so by leveraging the information provided in rebels’ military pension applica-

tions in which they commonly list their commanding officers for each period of the conflict.

Rebels thus provided, for each period of the conflict, a list of names under whom they

served. This information was manually collected by the archivists at the Military Archives

in Dublin, and publicly posted on the military archives website. For each individual in my

sample of rebels who fought at the onset of the Easter Rising, I collected this information.

The result of this process is, for each individual rebel who fought at conflict onset, a list of

individual names of fellow rebels serving as their commanding officer.

Since the membership and rank of rebels changes as conflicts unfold, rebels commanding

officers do as well. Following the temporal divisions specified by the military archivists,

the lists of names are divided into four distinct periods of the conflict which correspond

with discrete periods in the pension applications. The total number of unique commanding

officers across each of the four periods is presented in the bottom row of Table 4.3.

The second step entails determining whether each rebel’s commanding officer rejected the

Anglo-Irish Treaty. I do so by creating a list of names of rebels who rejected the Anglo-Irish

Treaty using the measure of my dependent variable which codes whether rebels rejected the

Anglo-Irish Treaty. This results in a unique set of names comprising Anti-Treaty rebels. For

each individual rebel, I then matched the names of the commanding offers with the names

of individuals who went Anti-Treaty during the Irish Civil War. When at least one name

was a match, I then coded this individual as having an Anti-Treaty officer. The number of

unique names identified through this process is presented in the top row of Table 4.
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Table 4.3: Descriptive Information on the Number of Commanding Officers

Organization 1 Organization 2 Organization 3 Organization 4

Anti-Treaty Names 53 84 59 22

Unique Names 853 908 484 231

4.4 Results

Before proceeding, it is important to discuss an important problem when mapping be-

tween the theoretical argument presented in Section 2 and the empirics. This challenge is

driven by our theoretical interest in learning about how experiences affect the decision to

continue fighting among rebels who are still in the rebel organization when an offer of peace

is on the table since these are the individuals who are still involved in the conflict, and thus,

those who are actually deciding whether to accept or reject the compromise peace. When

we subset to the group of individuals still in the room when an offer of peace is on the table,

we are explicitly conditioning on a post-treatment variable in the form of their decision to

fight until the end of the conflict. Our estimates are now biased if rebels’ life experiences

cause them to be more likely to select into the pool of rebels who are deciding whether to

accept or reject the peace settlement. Substantively, this means that we are unable to inter-

pret our coefficients as treatment effects since individuals who did not undergo a particular

experience decided to continue fighting in spite of this. Nevertheless, comparing between

individuals who underwent a given experience against those who did not will be helpful

since it will allow us to better understand the relative strength of experiences that we can

observe, against those we cannot, among this post-treatment set of individuals.

Given this, I use two main approaches for analyzing the data. First, I start by making

comparisons among all individuals who decide to fight at conflict onset. This assumes that

even if an individual dropped out of the conflict during the War of Independence, they could

in principle rejoin the fight by fighting on the Anti-Treaty side. The benefit of this approach

is that I can now focus on analyzing the full population of rebels without conditioning on a
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post-treatment variable in the form of the decision to continue fighting. The challenge here

is that I may be including individuals in my sample who have long since lost ties with the

Irish rebel organizations. This means that when I include this group of individuals in my

analysis, I am implicitly assuming that this group of individuals accepted the Anglo-Irish

Treaty, since they did not fight in opposition to it.

The second approach for analyzing the data is focusing on the pool of rebels who decided

to fight from the beginning of the conflict starting with the Easter Rising up through the

end of the Irish War of Independence. In short, I subset to rebels who fought up until the

offer of peace was on the table. As noted above, this approach suffers from an important

inferential challenge, in that by focusing on the individuals who are still in the room when an

offer of peace is on the table, we are explicitly conditioning on a post-treatment variable.19

Nevertheless, using this approach captures an important theoretical quantity of interest, and

thus, I discuss explicitly how to interpret the results in the text that follows.

4.4.1 Result 1: Experiences Shape Who Rejects Peace Among Rebels

Who Fight at Conflict Onset

How do rebel life experiences shape the likelihood they reject the Anglo-Irish Treaty? I

analyze the models with only the set of control variables that occur sequentially prior to the

theoretical quantity of interest. For example, since imprisonment occurred sequentially after

rebel socialization, when our theoretically quantity of interest is how socialization affects the

likelihood rebels reject peace settlements we must avoid controlling for imprisonment. All

specifications use Ordinary Least Squares (OLS).

The results from each of the two main approaches for analyzing the data—that is, making

comparisons among the full sample and only rebels who fought until the end—are presented

in Table 4.4. Colums 1-3 present the results for the full sample of individuals who decided

19This will make downward bias many of our results, since the subset of individuals in our control pop-
ulation who decide to fight from the beginning of the conflict through the end, despite the fact that they
have not undergone many of the experiences pushing people to fight, will likely have some other unobserved
factor pushing them to keep going in the first place. The main effects will then be attenuated if these same
unobserved factors cause these individuals to be more likely on average to reject the treaty.
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to fight at conflict onset, while the even columns present results for the restricted sample

making comparisons among individuals who decided to fight until the end. Across each

of the three variables for which we have individual-level information, we observe the same

pattern: a statistically significant relationship when considering the full sample of rebels,

while observing an attenuated, or null, relationship when comparing among the rebels who

decided to fight through the Irish War of Independence.

Column 1 presents the results for rebels’ ages. When we consider the full sample of

individuals who decide to fight at conflict onset, we can see that as rebels’ ages are increas-

ing, they are on average less likely to fight on the Anti-Treaty side in the Irish Civil War.

In substantive terms, a ten year increase in age is associated with a four percentage point

reduction in the likelihood that rebels reject the 1921 Anglo-Irish Treaty. Columns 2 and 3

present the results for rebel socialization and imprisonment respectively. Column 2 demon-

strates that when comparing among rebels who fought at conflict onset, those who had

more extensive socialization were on average 4.8 percentage points more likely to reject the

Anglo-Irish Treaty. Column 3 present the results for rebel imprisonment. When comparing

among rebels who fought at conflict onset, those who were imprisoned were on average 5.3

percentage points more likely to reject the Anglo-Irish Treaty.

Columns 4-6 turns to making comparisons among the group of individuals who fight until

the end. Note here that we are explicitly conditioning on a post-treatment in making these

comparisons. Column 4 demonstrates that there is no statistically significant relationship

between rebels’ ages and whether they accept or reject the Anglo-Irish Treaty.Column 5

present the results for rebel socialization. This effect is slightly attenuated and no longer

statistically significant when comparing among rebels who fought until an offer of peace

is on the table. Column 6 present the results for rebel imprisonment.The coefficient on

imprisonment is once again attenuated and no longer statistically significant when comparing

among rebels who fought until an offer of peace is on the table.

To summarize, across all three variables we observe the same pattern of observing a

statistically significant relationship when focusing on individuals who decide to fight at
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Table 4.4: Life Experiences and Rejecting the Anglo-Irish Treaty

Frac of Rebels Fighting Against Treaty

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Age -0.004∗∗∗ -0.004∗∗∗ -0.004∗∗ -0.003 -0.003∗ -0.004∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Socialization 0.048∗∗ 0.017 0.043 -0.014

(0.022) (0.026) (0.031) (0.036)
Imprisonment 0.053∗∗ 0.026

(0.026) (0.036)
Constant 0.376∗∗∗ 0.352∗∗∗ 0.464∗∗∗ 0.475∗∗∗ 0.45∗∗∗ 0.628∗∗∗

(0.037) (0.039) (0.054) (0.049) (0.051) (0.071)
N 1,822 1,822 1,554 1,183 1,183 1,002
Sample Full Full Full Restricted Restricted Restricted
Controls 3 3
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Notes: OLS regression with standard errors in parentheses. Outcome ranges from 0 to 1 where a 1
indicates that a rebel fought on the Anti-Treaty side in the Irish Civil War. Columns 1-3 include
the fall sample, while 4-7 include rebels who fought throughout the entire Irish War of Independence.
Additional control variables for Imprisonment (Columns 2 and 5) include whether rebels left early
during the Easter Rising, whether they fought in Dublin, whether rebels’ were rank and file, and the
Irish rebel organization they fought in.
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conflict onset while observing a null when focusing on individuals who decide to fight until

the end.

4.4.2 Result 2: Commander Persuasion Shapes Who Reject Treaty

I now turn to assessing whether rebels’ whose commanding offers go Anti-Treaty are

on average more likely to reject the peace settlement. I analyze the models controlling for

rebels’ ages, the extent of socialization, and whether they were imprisoned. All specifications

use Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) with standard errors clustered at company level within

rebel units.

The main results are presented in Table 4.5. Columns 1 and 2 correspond to the com-

manding officers listed during the Easter Rising, while columns 3-6 correspond to the com-

manding officers listed through the Irish War of Independence. The sample for the even

columns comprises all individuals who fought during the Easter Rising, while the odd

columns comprise all individuals who fought throughout the entirety of the Irish War of

Independence. Two points are worth noting.

First, we do not observe a statistically significant relationship between the commanding

officer of rebel combatants during the 1916 Easter Rising and whether rebels went Anti-

Treaty. Second, when we instead focus on rebels’ commanding officers during the Irish

War of Independence, we see a statistically significant and a substantively large relationship

between whether commanding officers rejected the treaty and the decisions of their fellow

rebels. Rebels’ whose commanding officers went Anti-Treaty are between, on average 20 to

45 percentage points more likely to also reject the Treaty. This finding holds regardless of

whether we focus on the full pool of rebels who fought at conflict onset or instead subset

to rebels who fought throughout the entirety of the Irish War of Independence. Before

proceeding, it is important to highlight a number of essential caveats to these estimates.

The coefficients presented here are undoubtedly an overestimate of the true effect size.

While we are substantively interested in the relationship for how commanding officers might

persuade fellow rebels, what we are capturing empirically are the consequences of the fact
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Table 4.5: Commander Persuasion and Rejecting the Anglo-Irish Treaty: Two Approaches

Frac of Rebels Fighting Against Treaty

Organization One Organization Two Organization Three

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Anti-Treaty Officer 0.063 0.028 0.216∗∗∗ 0.338∗∗∗ 0.327∗∗∗ 0.440∗∗∗

(0.063) (0.037) ( 0.052) (0.0480) (0.054) (0.054)
Age -0.004∗∗ -0.005∗∗∗ -0.003∗ -0.004∗∗∗ -0.003∗ -0.004∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
Socialization 0.037 0.047∗∗ 0.025 0.030 0.035 0.043∗∗

(0.029) (0.021) (0.027) (0.019) (0.026) (0.020)
Imprisonment 0.022 0.038∗ 0.021 0.036∗ 0.006 0.026

(0.031) (0.021) (0.030) (0.020) (0.031) (0.021)
Constant 0.447∗∗∗ 0.338∗∗∗ 0.428∗∗∗ 0.309∗∗∗ 0.438∗∗∗ 0.322∗∗∗

(0.051) (0.041) (0.054) (0.0407) (0.054) (0.041)
N 1,283 1,973 1,283 1,973 1,283 1,973
Sample Restricted Full Restricted Full Restricted Full
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Notes: OLS regression with standard errors in parentheses. Outcome ranges from 0 to 1 where a 1
indicates that a rebel fought on the Anti-Treaty side in the Irish Civil War.

that rebels are making decisions in groups. Rather than commanding officers persuading the

rank and file rebels, it could be the case that the commanding officers decision was shaped

by the decisions of the rank and file. In short, persuasion can go both ways. Likewise,

there could be a confounding group-level variable which affects both the decisions of the

commanding officers and the rank and file. This could be either a selection pressure that

occurred at the unit level that causes some rebel units to be more extreme than others.

Or, this could be a unit-level “treatment” that occurred mid-conflict that we are not able

to capture empirically, such as there being heterogeneity in combat exposure within the

conflict.
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4.5 Addressing Additional Empirical Challenges and the Ro-

bustness of Results

There are a range of empirical challenges commonly raised when attempting to leverage

historical data to learn about how rebels’ life experiences affect their decision-making in

violent conflict settings. For example, we might be concerned about how the way the infor-

mation was collected might substantively affect results. Similarly, since we are attempting

to combine information from multiple sources, we might be concerned that errors in the ways

we merge names are again biasing our results. In the remainder of this section I address

each of these concerns in turn.

4.5.1 Possible Differences Between Pension Waves

Whenever analysts are working with historical data, they must be cognizant of the ways

in which the data are recorded, and how this process might in turn affect their results. In

the case of historical Ireland, this concern is most problematic if that there are systematic

differences in the ways that the information on rebels’ past experiences was collected between

pension waves. This would occur if rebels who claimed to fight under the 1924 pension wave

were less likely to report undergoing certain experiences, and this under-reporting is then

correlated with the outcome variable of interest. This would mean we are systematically

more likely to underestimate the experiences of individuals in the 1924 pension wave, which

will generate an upward bias in my estimates. This upward bias would be induced by the fact

that individuals who are in my control group (because they do not mention their experiences)

are also systematically more likely to accept the Anglo-Irish Treaty since fighting on the Pro-

Treaty side was a requirement to be eligible under the pension wave.

I address this concern by re-estimating the main effects among individuals who applied

under the 1934 pension system.20 Doing so is helpful, since the sample is now limited

20Note that I will be unable to estimate the effects among individuals who fought in the 1924 pension
wave since these individuals will all have a 1 for accepting the Treaty since the fought on the Pro-Treaty
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to individuals who either fought on the Anti-Treaty side or individuals who stayed neutral

during the Civil War (and thus, accepted the Treaty). The results are statistically significant

and substantively similar when doing so.

4.5.2 Addressing Challenges in Merging Names

Another empirical challenge entails the potential for errors in the process through which

names are merged to substantively affect results. It could be the case that individuals who

had commanding officers who went anti-treaty are coded as having commanding officers who

did not go anti-treaty. This would occur if we failed to properly match the same anti-treaty

name across multiple sources.21 Note that if this dynamic occurs, this will downward bias

my estimates if individual rebels are on average more likely to follow the persuasion of their

commanding officers. By contrast, the bias would be upward if rebels are more likely to

do the opposite of what their commanding officer suggests. Note that given the negative

direction of the effect I will present below, in order for this upward bias to be operative we

would need this type of merge error to be correlated with individuals whose commanding

officers had the exact opposite effect of the individuals whose names were successfully merged

(i.e., failed merges of anti-treaty officers are anti-treaty officers whose rank and file members

are more likely to go pro-treaty, and successful matches do the opposite).

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter I provided evidence for when and how rebels’ experiences matter for shap-

ing their choices as conflicts unfold. Rebels life experiences and background characteristics

play an important role in deciding which rebels decide to fight until the end. If we focus on

making comparisons among the groups of rebels who decided to fight at conflict onset, we

side in the Irish Civil War.

21This might occur for a multitude of reasons. Names might be listed in Irish in some sources and English
in another, names might be misspelled, or rebels might include the rank of their commanding officer (for
example, General Michael Collins) in some sources and not others.
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see that rebels who were socialized into the Irish rebel organizations, were imprisoned, and

were younger are on average more likely to fight throughout the entirety of the conflict and

also more likely on average to reject the Anglo-Irish Treaty. However, if we instead focus

on making comparisons among the group of rebels who fight until the end of the conflict,

we observe a null relationship between socialization, age, whether rebels are imprisoned,

and the likelihood they reject the Anglo-Irish Treaty. Taken together, this pair of findings

highlights both the benefits and limitations of focusing on rebels’ life experiences to explain

their behavior. Rebels who did not undergo a given set of experiences but decide to fight

until the end decide to do so for a reason. This could be because they either went through a

different set of experiences that we are either unable to observe as analysts, or they decided

to continue fighting due to either psychological or financial factors that we are unable to

directly observe as analysts.

I next provided evidence consistent with a top-down model of rebel group decision-

making, whereby rebels are more likely on average to follow their commanding officers. We

observe a substantively large and statistically significant relationship between whether a

rebels’ commander goes anti-treaty and the choices that they make. Qualitative evidence

from the Treaty Debates surrounding the Anglo-Irish Treaty document how rebels’ arguing

against the treaty commonly invoked argument highlighting past British behavior such as

atrocities committed or their overall “untrustworthiness.” These are the types of arguments

we would theoretically expect to be most likely to affect rebels’ levels of anger and trust, in

turn affecting the likelihood they reject peace settlements. The evidence is thus consistent

with a model whereby commanding officers are able to persuade the individuals whom they

command whether to accept the treaty, and they do so by invoking arguments about past

government actions.

There are at least two main implications of the evidence presented in this chapter.

First, the actions of governments and rebel groups can shape both individual, and group

level extremism. This importantly highlights how the actions that governments take as

they fight can shape the long-run prospects for peace by changing the underlying types of
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individuals they are combating. Second, the evidence suggests that once an offer of peace

is on the table, getting commanding officers on board is vital. In the next chapter I turn to

discuss the broader implications and external validity of this pair of findings, before turning

to discussing the broader theoretical implications for how the experiences and choices of

individual rebels shape the macro-level phenomenon of why civil wars are so difficult to

resolve.
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5 | Conclusion: Implications and Extensions of the
Dissertation

5.1 Introduction

In November 2016 the Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of

Colombia (FARC) reached a landmark peace agreement. Following the deal, over 7,000 for-

mer rebels disarmed and returned to civilian life.1 Despite this large-scale disarmament, and

the fact that the peace deal was largely hailed as a success worldwide,2 approximately 1000

dissident combatants rejected the deal. These individuals continue to attack state forces and

intimidate local communities.3 While in Colombia the rebels who rejected the 2016 peace

deal are largely clustered in isolated coastal and border areas, rebels who decide to continue

engaging in violence after an offer of peace is on the table are pervasive throughout history

and around the world.4 How then should we expect the theoretical argument presented in

this chapter to apply to the numerous other instances of rebel groups splintering?

In order to answer this question, as with the case of Ireland, we should consider the

pool of rebels who decide to fight at conflict onset. Put differently, who can be convinced

1https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/04/21/7000-farc-rebels-are-demobilizing-in-colombia-but-where-do-they-go-next/
?utm_term=.4e634fa99083.

2Indeed, Colombian president Juan Manuel Santos was awarded the Nobel Peace prize for reaching the
historic deal.

3https://www.crisisgroup.org/latin-america-caribbean/andes/colombia/
63-colombias-armed-groups-battle-spoils-peace.

4As noted earlier in the dissertation, this dynamic of rebels splintering to form new organizations when
they refuse to accept a compromise peace settlement has given rise to a bevy of new terrorist and rebel
organizations, such as the Abu Nidal Organization, the Moro Islamic Liberation Front, and the West Side
Boys.
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to stop? The evidence presented in this dissertation suggests that we should look to at two

distinct factors.5 First, we should look at rebels’ background experiences. These experiences

shape the way rebels think about the adversary, and thus the likelihood they are in favor

of continuing to fight as conflicts unfold. Second, we should look to rebels’ commanding

officers. The evidence presented thus far suggests that rebels make decisions about whether

to compromise in groups, and thus, we must consider how rebels seek to persuade one

another as they weigh the costs and benefits of whether to compromise. These arguments

commonly focus on the expected utility of the settlement, an area about which rebels have

considerable uncertainty. How then should we expect each of these two factors—rebels’

background attributes, and the persuasive influences of commanding officers—to affect the

decision of whether to accept or reject compromise peace settlements in other contexts?

I undertake two distinct tasks in the remainder of this chapter. First, I consider the

external validity of the argument presented in this dissertation. The dynamics discussed

here are widespread throughout violent conflicts, and thus, it is essential to consider how

they travel beyond a single case which began over 100 years ago. Second, I discuss future

areas of research that fall out of this project, including how the micro-level approach adopted

in this dissertation can contribute to cross-organizational studies which focus on the rebel

group as the unit of analysis.

5.2 External Validity

How should we expect the theoretical argument presented in this dissertation to apply

to other cases? In answering this question, I focus on the four theoretically distinct findings

from this dissertation, considering instances in which we should expect the results to be

most, and least, likely to hold.

5As discussed in previous parts of the dissertation, a third factor that merits further research is better
understanding rebels’ outside options, including how they change over time. This is a task I intend to
undertake in future iterations of this research project.
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5.2.1 Finding 1: Extreme Experiences Make Rebels More Likely to Fight

Until Offers of Peace are on the Table

The first main finding of the dissertation is that rebels’ life experiences can increase the

likelihood that rebels fight from conflict onset up until an offer of peace is on the table. I

showed this by focusing on a single experience in the form of the imprisonment of members

of the Irish Volunteers and Irish Citizen Army who participated in the 1916 Easter Rising.

I demonstrated that rebels who were arrested and sent to internment camps following the

Easter Rising were approximately 8 percentage points more likely to fight throughout the

entirety of the Irish War of Independence when compared with individuals who were not

imprisoned. What are the circumstances under which we should, and should not, expect

extreme life experiences to make rebels more likely to fight until offers of peace are on the

table?

First, the theoretical argument is most likely to be applicable to any conflict in which

there is (1) variation in whether rebels decide to continue fighting, and (2) there is variation

in the substance of rebels’ life experiences insofar as these differences lead to different ways

of thinking about the adversary rebels are combating. Both conditions are likely to hold

in most, if not all, conflict settings. On the first point, even in circumstances where the

punishment of dropping out is imprisonment or execution, rebels still decide to stop fighting.

For example, during the American Civil War, the rate of desertion within the Confederate

Army was between 10 and 15% despite the fact that after the Conscription Act of 1862 was

implemented, this was perceived to be an act of disloyalty sometimes punishable by death.6

On the second point, the extent to which extreme life experiences explain differences in the

likelihood rebels continue fighting will be shaped by the screening mechanisms rebels set up

in selecting their initial pool of combatants (Bueno de Mesquita 2005b). The theoretical

argument presented in this dissertation focuses on how selection occurs among the body of

rebels who decide to fight at conflict onset. However, if the rebel organization only allows

6https://www.encyclopediavirginia.org/desertion_confederate_during_the_civil_war.
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individuals to fight who already place an extremely high value on defeating the government

and have low levels of trust in the government adversary, then the theoretical argument

about rebels experiences will be less salient for explaining differences between rebels. Note

that the reason this occurs is due precisely to the logic of the theoretical argument presented

throughout this dissertation. However, rather than rebels with low values being more likely

to drop out, they are simply less likely to fight in the first place. They will thus they never

enter our sample of rebel combatants.

Second, we should expect the argument to be less helpful for explaining rebel behavior

in cases where rebels are being paid extremely high wages for their participation in the

conflict. To see why, consider the consequences of an extreme life experience which would

would theoretically expect to increase anger, and decrease trust, when rebels are gaining

large material benefits for their participation in the conflict. All else equal, rebels who went

through this experience would be on average more likely to continue fighting since they place

a higher value on defeating the government and are less likely to trust the government to

abide by the terms of any deals that are struck. However, those in the control group who

did not undergo this experience are continuing to fight for the financial incentives, rather

than being motivated by the value they place on defeating the government outright. In this

setup, the assumption that rebels who place a lower value on defeating the government and

are more trusting of it are more likely on average to drop out could potentially break down.

Note, however, that if the government has the ability to buy off rebels then the theoretical

argument presented in this dissertation is analytically useful. This is because the value that

rebels place on defeating the government adversary outright, and their levels of trust in the

government, shape the ease with which they can be bought off. Rebels who have undergone

extreme life experiences will be less likely to be willing to accept financial payment from the

government in exchange for ceasing their participation in the conflict. This is because they

derive utility from engaging in violence against the government adversary, and also do not

trust that the government will follow-through and actually give any of the financial benefits

it promises in exchange for dropping out.
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5.2.2 Finding 2: Extreme Experiences Make Rebels More Likely to Re-

ject Peace Settlements

The second main finding is that if we focus on making comparisons among the groups

of rebels who decided to fight at conflict onset, rebels who had more extensive socialization

into the Irish rebel organizations and were imprisoned were also more likely on average to

reject the Anglo-Irish Treaty. This pair of findings provided empirical evidence consistent

with the idea that rebels’ life experiences matter for shaping who rejects peace settlements.

What are the circumstances under which we should, and should not, expect extreme life

experiences to make rebels more likely to reject compromise peace settlements? As with the

first finding, the theoretical argument is most likely to be applicable to any conflict in which

(1) there are rebels who decide to reject peace settlements, and (2) there is variation in the

substance of rebels’ life experiences.

There are at least two variants of conflicts in which rebels do not reject peace settlements.

The first variant is cases where the rebel group never enters into peace negotiations, and

thus, individual rebels have nothing to reject. At first glance, this first variant might seem

like an important scope condition on the theoretical argument, in that the argument should

not be applicable for conflicts in which rebel combatants and governments do not negotiate.

In this setup, the lack of negotiations could be a result of the conflict dynamics not being

conducive to bargaining (Zartman 2000), or either the government or rebel organization

being opposed to negotiating independent of the structure of the situation in which the

two actors find themselves. However, the theoretical argument presented in this dissertation

provides a micro-foundational argument for why rebel groups will be opposed to negotiating.

As rebels’ levels of anger are increasing, and levels of trust are decreasing, they will be less

likely to be in favor of entering peace negotiations. Engaging in negotiations means the

cessation of violence and potential resolution to the conflict, which is an outcome far from

the ideal point of a rebel who places a high value on defeating the government adversary

outright. Similarly, rebels with low levels of trust do not trust the government to abide by
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the terms of any deals that they might strike, and also will be wary that the government

might attempt to leverage the negotiations to secure their military position.

An additional variant is cases where the rebel group does enter peace negotiations, and

all rebels accept the deal. This will be most likely to occur in cases where the macro-level

conditions of the conflict create incentives that are overwhelmingly in favor of peace. Prior

research on how civil wars end highlights how these conditions include when (1) the costs

of continued fighting is high and the probability of outright victory is low (Zartman 2000),

and (2) the government and rebel organization are able to create institutional solutions that

can solve the commitment problem endemic in efforts to end civil wars (Walter 1997, 2002).

In this situation, the structural incentives have the potential to overwhelm in a differences

in the ways rebels think about the adversary. As I discuss in subsequent components of this

chapter, understanding the relative importance of these structural conditions and individual

rebel attributes is an important area of research moving forward.

5.2.3 Finding 3: Selection as Conflicts Unfold Attenuates the Effect of

Experiences

The third main finding is that if we instead focus on making comparisons among the

group of rebels who fight until the end of the conflict, we observe a null relationship between

the extent of socialization, whether rebels are imprisoned, and the likelihood they reject

the Anglo-Irish Treaty. What are the circumstances under which we should, and should

not, expect selection within violent conflicts to attenuate the effect of experiences? If the

first finding of the dissertation holds, whereby extreme experiences shape the composition

of rebels who decide to continue fighting, then the third finding will also likely hold. All

that is needed is for rebels’ experiences and the decision to continue fighting as conflicts

unfold are correlated, since this selection process will truncate the distribution for rebel

types. However, it is crucial to recognize that this dynamic will occur once we theoretically

fix the body of rebels that we focus on.

However, within nearly all violent conflicts, new rebels join as conflicts unfold. It could
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be the case that rebels who join are on average more moderate, having undergone fewer

extreme experiences than rebels who have been fighting since conflict onset. In this case,

the relative importance of life experiences would be attenuated when we make comparisons

among the group of rebels who decide to fight at conflict onset (thus, bracketing the new

rebels who join). But when we compare among the entire pool of rebels who are left within

the organization, we should not expect the effect of experiences to be attenuated in the

same way. This is because the selection process has not yet occurred among the new set

of rebel combatants. On the other hand, it could be the case that the new rebels who join

are on average more extreme than the pool of rebels who have been fighting throughout

the duration of the conflict. This can occur in cases where the organization has an onerous

screening process, whereby only highly committed types join (Bueno de Mesquita 2005b).

In this case, it could be the case that we actually observe the opposite effect, whereby new

rebel recruits have undergone even more extreme experiences than those who joined in earlier

stages in the conflict. If this is the case, we would expect to see the effects of experiences

either attenuated, or have the sign flip.

5.2.4 Finding 4: Rebels Follow their Commanding Officers

The final main finding of the dissertation is that at the final stage of conflicts, rebels

persuade one another. There is a substantively large and statistically significant relationship

between whether a rebels’ commander goes anti-treaty and the choices that they make.

What are the circumstances under which we should, and should not, expect the persuading

influence of commanding officers to make rebels more likely to reject compromise peace

settlements?

There are two situations in which we might expect rebel persuasion not to matter. The

first situation is when multiple persuaders offset one another. This will be most likely

to occur when there are multiple individuals who have the same credibility in the eyes of

their fellow rebels, yet they take different positions with respect to the compromise peace

settlement. In this situation, rebels who be exposed to the same information, from similarly
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credible sources, and this will thus have an indeterminate effect on their decision-making.

The second situation is when rebels do not have credibility in the eyes of their fellow soldiers.

Past blunders and miscalculations might make rebels have lower levels of trust in their

leader’s assessment of the credibility of constraints on the government. In this situation, the

attempts of rebels’ commanding officers to persuade might have either a null, or negative,

effect on rebels decision-making.

That said, even if rebels do not believe the arguments of their commanding officers, they

must still evaluate the expected benefits of the peace settlement, and thus, decide whether

they think the government will abide by the terms of the deal. This means that they must

decide whether they think any external constraints on the government are credible. As

they make this decision even if they do not find their commanding officer to be a credible

source, rebel groups are often comprised of a multitude of individuals who are in positions

of command. In this situation, rebels can look to these alternative sources for information.

Likewise, they can look to their fellow rank and file rebels.

5.3 Area of Future Work: How Individual Experiences Shape

Group Behavior

There are a range of areas of future research which naturally fall out of this project. The

most important area of future work is to consider how the micro-level approach adopted in

this dissertation interacts with the macro-level factors most commonly focused on in prior

research. Doing so is central to understanding how the micro-level choices of individual

rebels operate to affect aggregate outcomes. There are two ways of thinking about applying

the theoretical framework presented in this dissertation.

First, we can think about applying the framework by focusing on the decision-making of

the leadership within rebel groups. This approach would mirror recent approaches within

the broader field of International Relations which focuses on how the psychology and back-

grounds of leaders of states affects whether and how these individuals decide whether and
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when to go to war (Horowitz, Stam, and Ellis 2015). Applying the same approach, fu-

ture analysts can likewise consider how heterogeneity in the background attributes of rebel

leaders, in the form of differences in their beliefs about the government and the value they

place on defeating them outright, affects their future behavior. This approach could thus

serve as a complement to existing work which focuses on the distributional benefits of peace

agreements at the final stage.

Second, we can think about how rebel “group-level” experiences affect rebel group decision-

making. This approach presents an alternative theoretical and empirical approach to con-

ceptualizing what we commonly think of as grievances in the field of conflict and political

violence. This work commonly uses measures of inequality to proxy for grievances, rather

than directly measuring the grievance-inducing experiences themselves. This highlights the

importance, as we move forward, of collecting new sources of information on the experi-

ences of communities engaged in violent conflict both and before and after conflict onset.

This is also highlights the importance of theoretical work allowing us to conceptualize the

consequences of different classes of experiences between violent conflict settings. Finally,

it highlights the importance of collecting new sources of data highlighting the socialization

processes of different militant organizations. For example, it could be the case that some

rebel groups place a greater emphasis on the historical atrocities committed by the govern-

ment adversary. Gaining a better sense of the descriptive patterns here is important for

future work.

5.4 Conclusion

In this dissertation I presented theory and evidence for why rebels reject compromise

peace settlements. The theoretical argument considered how rebels’ life experiences shaped

the way they thought about the government adversary, in turn shaping the likelihood they

rejected compromise peace settlements. Experiences can increase rebels anger toward the

adversary, and decrease their trust, making them on average more likely to reject compromise
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peace settlements. As conflicts unfold, there is a natural rate of attrition within rebel

organizations. Rebels with lower levels of anger, and higher levels of trust, are on average

more likely to drop out. This selection dynamic truncates the distribution of rebel types,

decrease the importance of rebels’ experiences for explaining behavior at later stages within

the conflict. When an offer of peace is on the table, rebels have uncertainty about whether

the government will be constrained by external forces for reneging on the terms of the peace

settlement. In this uncertain environment, rebels seek to persuade one another about the

strength of these constraints. Rebels whose commanding officers reject the peace settlement

are likewise on average more likely to reject the deal. I then applied the theory to the conflict

in Ireland from 1916–1923.

The dissertation used new individual level data on rebel combatants which were col-

lected from historical archives. Given the theoretical focus on individual rebel behavior and

selection within organizations, the dissertation necessitated individual-level panel data fol-

lowing the entirety of a population of rebels from conflict onset through conflict resolution.

The data collection resulted in one of the most-comprehensive individual-level datasets on

a rebel organization ever compiled within political science. I use this data to demonstrate

that rebels who had more extensive socialization and were imprisoned were on average more

likely to fight throughout the duration of the conflict and reject compromise peace settle-

ments, when comparing among the pool of rebels who fought at conflict onset. However,

as conflicts unfold, selection occurs. At the later stage of the conflict, when the Anglo-Irish

Treaty was on the table, the relationship between these experiences and rejecting the treaty

was attenuated when we compare among the group of rebels who decided to fight form con-

flict onset until the end. Finally, I demonstrated that there was a strong and statistically

significant relationship between the decisions of rebels’ commanding officers and the rank

and file combatants serving under them.

The theory and evidence presented in this dissertation highlights how rebel organizations

are not static entities, as commonly assumed in past research treating the rebel organization

as the unit of analysis (Weinstein 2006). Rather they change as a function of the individual
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combatants comprising them. Rebels’ experiences can make them more or less extreme. New

rebels join; others are killed; still others drop out. These dual processes shape the aggregate

levels of extremism within the rebel organization as a whole. Importantly, this means that

the actions that governments take as they combat rebel organizations can endogenously

shape the composition of the groups they are fighting. More extreme counterinsurgency

measures have the potential to make conflicts more intractable in the long run, by increas-

ing the number of extremists fighting within the rebel organization. The dissertation thus

highlights how understanding why violent intrastate conflicts are so difficult to resolve de-

pends first on understanding the decision-making of individuals within rebel organizations,

the agency these individuals have in determining peace outcomes, and how their experiences

shape their ultimate decision of whether to accept or reject peace.
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A | Appendix

A.1 Additional Information About the Military Pensions Col-

lection

The data used in this chapter is gathered from the Military Archives of the Defence

Forces Ireland.1 There are two main sources of individual-level information. The first source

entails the individual pension applications themselves. Each of these applications range in

length from only a few pages to several hundred pages.2 Within each pension application,

I collect information for my dependent variable from the military service certificate, and

information for my main independent variable from the sworn statements of applicants and

their references. I discuss each of these sources in more detail in Sections A.1.1 and ??. The

second source entails the metadata collected by the archivists from the pension applications.

This metadata provides a host of background covariate information such as the organization,

rank, and brigade of individuals. This material was scraped from the website of the Defence

Forces Ireland.

1See the website here: http://www.militaryarchives.ie/en/home/.

2These longer applications are generally either the result of individuals claiming for disability due to
injuries incurred during the conflict or their dissatisfaction with the amount of service for which they were
approved (leading them to appeal).
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A.1.1 Military Pension Certificates

Three points are worth noting with respect to the military pension certificates under

the 1934 and 1924 pension acts. First, across both the 1924 and 1934 pension acts, the

conflict is discretized into nearly identical time periods. This is invaluable, is it means that

I am able to pool across the two pension acts in a way that allows for direct comparability

in the fighting rates between distinct pools of individuals. Second, recall that the main

dependent variable used in this paper is whether individuals “claimed” to fight throughout

the entirety of the Irish War of Independence. This “claimed” variable corresponds with the

second column across both the 1924 and 1934 military pensions. Third, we can leverage the

fact that, while recorded slightly differently, the time periods corresponding with fighting

throughout the entirety of the Irish War of Independence are identical across the pension

waves. In the 1934 service certificate, we will code an individual as a 1 if they claimed to

fight in periods 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, which substantively corresponds with rejoining the Irish

Volunteers (or Irish Citizen Army) in the period immediately following the release of the

prisoners, up through the beginning of the ceasefire on July 11, 1921. Readers will note that

the day the ceasefire began corresponds with the last day of period 7. In the 1924 service

certificate, we will code an individual as a 1 of they claimed to fight in periods b, c, d, e,

and f, which corresponds to the identical date windows in the 1934 service certificate.
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A.2 Estimating Effects Among 1934 Pension Wave

We might be concerned that differences in the amount or quality of information available

across the pensions waves is substantively affecting results. If, for example, individuals who

applied for military pensions under the 1924 pension act are simply less likely to mention

that they were imprisoned, then the effects we estimate would be biased in favor of finding

a relationship between imprisonment and fighting in opposition to the Anglo-Irish Treaty

(since only individuals who fought on the Pro-Treaty side were eligible for a military pension

under the 1924 act). To partially assuage this concern, I re-estimate the main results from

the chapter using only individuals who applied for a pension under the 1934 act. It is

important to note that this approach is imperfect, as it is only comparing results among

individuals who fought against the treaty or dropped out (i.e., no one who fought on the

Pro-Treaty side is included in the results). Table A.1 present results substantively similar to

those presented in the main text of the chapter. When estimating effects among only rebels

who were approved for pensions under the 1934 act, rebels who were interned following their

participation in the Easter Rising in 1916, are on average more likely to fight throughout

the duration of the Irish War of Independence.
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Table A.1: Internment and Fighting in the Irish War of Independence. Examines
the fighting rates of members of the Irish Volunteers and Irish Citizen Army among individ-
uals who applied for pensions under the 1934 act. Rebels who were interned fought in the
Irish War of Independence at higher rates than those who were not interned.

Frac of Rebels Fighting Until Truce

Interned 0.071∗ 0.078∗

(0.028) (0.031)

Irish Citizen Army -0.010 -0.058
(0.051) (0.057)

Under 18 0.238∗∗ 0.146+

(0.070) (0.084)

Fighting in Dublin -0.061∗

(0.029)

Rank and File -0.083∗∗

(0.030)

Age -0.003+

(0.002)

Left Early 0.074
(0.071)

Observations 1382 1251
+p<0.1; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01
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A.3 Estimating Effects with Dependent Variable Approved for

Service

The main outcome variable used in the chapter is whether individuals claimed to serve

throughout the entirety of the Irish War of Independence and also whether they fought

on the Anti-Treaty side in the Irish Civil War. An alternative outcome measure is whether

individuals were approved for service by the military pension boards throughout each of these

periods. Before discussing the results, which are largely consistent with those presented in

this chapter, it is important to first highlight why I chose to use whether individuals claimed

service in the main text of the chapter. Under the 1924 military pension act, individuals

could only receive a pension if they were approved for service during Easter Week and for

fighting on the Pro-Treaty side in the Irish Civil War. Substantively, this means that all

the individuals in the data set who were approved for fighting in the 1924 pension act were

then always approved for service. This would then attenuate the effect of imprisonment on

fighting on the Anti-Treaty side in the Irish Civil War if imprisonment causes individuals

to be on average less likely to accept treaties, since they would be approved for service in

the Civil War at lower rates than those that went Pro-Treaty (who have an approval rate

of 100%). In short, miss-classification on the part of the pension board would bias the

results against a finding. By contrast, we would not expect this same type of deterministic

differential rates when individuals claim to serve, since rebels had incentives to claim when

they actually fought, and it is likely that the need to have other rebels vouch for you would

reduce the incentives to over-claim. Despite the fact that using the variable for whether

individuals were approved for service likely attenuates the effects, Table A.2 demonstrate

that the results are generally similar regardless of which of these outcome variables is used.
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Table A.2: Internment and Fighting in the Irish War of Independence. Examines
the fighting rates of members of the Irish Volunteers and Irish Citizen Army using the
alternative dependent variable of whether they were approved for serve. Rebels who were
interned fought in the Irish War of Independence at higher rates than those who were not
interned.

Frac of Rebels Fighting Until Truce

Interned 0.046∗∗ 0.034∗

(0.015) (0.016)

Irish Citizen Army -0.077∗∗ -0.062∗

(0.029) (0.057)

Under 18 -0.034 -0.031
(0.035) (0.039)

Fighting in Dublin 0.044∗∗

(0.015)

Rank and File -0.153∗∗

(0.015)

Age 0.001
(0.001)

Left Early 0.0820 ∗

(0.040)

Observations 1786 1554
+p<0.1; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01
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A.4 Signing the Bias on False Negatives in Measuring Impris-

onment Status

An important concern which plagues research relying on hand-coding is that the research

might accidentally miss-classify some subset of individuals. This can induce bias in our

estimates, since some individuals who should be in the treatment group end up in the

control group, and vice-versa. This type of problem is a concern for this project since the

classification of imprisonment status depending on combing through thousands of pages of

archival documents. It is possible that errors occurred in this process. This problem is

exacerbated by the fact that, if neither a pension applicant nor their references mention

that they were sent to prison, we do not know whether they actually never went to prison,

or simply never mentioned it. While this concern is partially assuaged by the fact that

pension applicants had financial incentives to state that they were imprisoned, there might

be cases where they neglected to do so or did not mention it for some other reason.

Given these concerns, it is important for researchers to consider how these types of

errors might substantively affect their results. As noted in the paragraph above, the most

obvious concern is that individuals who actually went to prison (treatment) are accidentally

coded as having not gone to prison (control). Readers will note that, under the theoretical

assumption that there is a positive effect of imprisonment, this miss-classification problem

will then downward bias our estimates of the effect of imprisonment. This occurs because

we include individuals, who experienced a treatment which made them fight at higher rates,

within our control category. Given that the results of the paper demonstrate a substantively

large effect of imprisonment in spite of this potential downward bias, this assuage concerns

that miss-classification of this type is responsible for driving the results of this chapter.
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